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Each fall thousands of young people leave the warm
Christian life of their home to enter a collegiate world
in which Christianity is either ignored or ridiciiled.
For a few, the consequence of a four year assault upon
their beliefs is permanent alienation from the Church;
others turn away but recover their faith later; still
others stand firm and emerge with even stronger reli¬
gious beliefs than they had before.
In an era and in a society in which free inquiry and
freedom of conviction are highly regarded, it is inevita¬
ble that for some the experience of going to college will
result in a major alteration of religious outlook. Chris¬
tianity will undoiihtedly lose from the defection of some
of the disenchanted. Many young people, however, will re¬
spond to the challenges to their faith by developing a far
greater depth and maturity of Christian' commitment.
John ¥. Dykstra, "The Christian Student In a Secu¬
lar Milieu", Christianity Today, Volume IX, Number 8,
(January 15, 196^), pp. 3,U.
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PREFACE
This study is the beginning of an examination of Religion
in Higher Education Among Negro Liberal Arts Colleges which are
Church-Related# It is the outgrowth of the writer's interest in
this field and participation in the field as a College Chaplain*
Having been introduced to the Campus Ministry through The Dan-
forth FoTHidation's Seminary Intern Program back in 1957-58, there
has been this growing concern regarding these critical four years
in the development of students# As they grow in other academic
areas, it is necessary that they also grow religiously# This
did not appear to be the case. Thus the desire to examine the
Negro cWipus evolved#
Four years at the Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical Col¬
lege in Normal, Alabama contributed to the interest in the role
of the Campus Minister# Varied speaking engagements to Church-
Related Colleges gave rise to questions about their contributions
as over against State Institutions# Receiving a Danforth Founda¬
tion Campus Ministry Grant in 1963, the writer came to the Inter¬
denominational Theological Center in Atlanta, Georgia to gain
additional knowledge which would be helpful in this quest# The
area of Church and Society (Sociology of Religion) appeared to
provide the best means toward understanding the problem# The
following pages reflect a part of this means to the end of ob¬
servation and evaluation#
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As long as there is a college or university serving a large
enrollment of Negroes, it will be imperative for the institution
to seek to educate the “whole man" into the demands of his so¬
ciety* A weighty challenge is placed on the shoulders of the
Negro Chaplain* He can no longer be a "retired parish minister"
as is found on a number of campuses* The Negro Chaplain must be
the equal to his coll^ues on the campus and to those he meets
in his professional meetings* The program of religion must no
longer operate in a vacuum or as a tag tied on a long string to
the other educational pursuits. Religion must be intertwined
into the total fabric of education with the Chaplain as an active
participant in the pattern making body. To best accomplish this
goal will demand a knowledge of the students of the college and
their understanding o£ life and its "ultimates".
The writer is grateful to The Danforth Foundation for af¬
fording him the opportunity to begin this quest. To Dr. Kenneth
I. Brown, former Director of the Danforth Foundation and a per¬
sonal inspiration to mej Dr* Samuel L. Gandy, former Dean of
Chapel at Dillard University, who introduced me to the field and
who has continued to give guidancej Dr* Arthur D. Gray, former
President of Talladega College, whose life and works I greatly
admire; Dr* Robert Rankin, Associate Director of Danforth Fotinda-
tion, whose conversations always give me hope; Dr* Harry V.
Richardson, whose insights are "gems of wisdom”; Dr* Samuel C.
V
Kincheloe5 at whose feet I sat for every course he taughtj Dr*
Ralph L. Williamson, my major advisor and constant source of
renewed strength^ and Berty Hakeem, my comrade in the Department
of Church and Society, who traveled with me and helped administer
the instrument; words are inadequate syB±>ols to express my in¬
debtedness, my appreciation and my gratitude* To the Congrega¬
tional College and tfie Methodist College, the writer thanks the
iidininistrations. Faculties, and Students for their assistance
in gathering the materials for this study*
I shall never forget the sacrifices, headaches and moments
of loneliness endured by my wife, Minnie* Her quiet words of
comfort and courage often brought me back from moments of despair
to moments of renewed dedication. In my absence from home, she
was both mother and father to my son, Bobby, and my daughter,
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AMD DEFIKETION (F TERMB USED
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. It is the purpose of this study to
show the views of the students of a Congregational Church Supported
College and a Methodist Church Supported College regarding religious
beliefs and values. At a given point in their college careers, how
do Freshmen and Senior students tend to think regarding certain re¬
ligious beliefs? What response do they make to certain statements
calling for value judgments? I'Jhat difference, if any, may be seen
in the thinking of Freshmen and the thinking of Seniors? What is
the difference one might observe in the thinking of Freshmen Males
and Freshmen Females? What is the difference between Senior Males
and Senior Females? liJhat is the difference that one might observe
between the vifews of the students at the Congregational Church
Supported College and the Methodist Church Supported College? The
answers to these questions form the basis of this study.
Importance of the study. This study is of value in setting
forth the ideas no^i prevalent on both college campuses regarding
religious beliefs and values. This study will provide the colleges
with an exacting insight into their students’ thinking as well as
the effects of college life on this thinking. To see how present
day students think is the most important element of this study.
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It is hoped that this study will stimulate the colleges i wolved
as well as the readers to begin to raise questions regarding the role
of religion in the life of the colleges. America is at another or its
crossroads in the educational development of its young people. These
are some of the persons categorized as part of the ”post war baby
boom". They are now being called the ”Twist-ed Generation." Can this
nation stand to let these students spend four years in college to
become "nuclear giants" vhile remaining "ethical infants”?
The importance of this study transcends the mere colleges involved.
It transcends the present role of religion in higher education. It
seeKs to add its weight to the call for a re-evaluation of the role
of the church and the college as molders of the "whole man". If the
student fails to grasp the deeper meaning of his faith while in col¬
lege, he will be less willing to involve himself in religion and re¬
ligious activities after college. One could say, in a nutshell, that
the importance of this study is that it lays before the reader the
bare facts of these college students and what is reflected herein
will have a tremendous impact on the place of religion in America
during the next generation.
Another important factor in this study is its concentration on
the Negro Liberal Arts College. Realizing the uniqueness of most
racial and ethnic groups as they seeic to assimilate into the larger
culture, this study will provide additional insights into the think-
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i«g of these particular exanples of Negro Aaerica* Very few, if any,
recent studies have been nade to ascertain the views of Negro college
students* Since these Inhtltutions will continue to be integral parts
of the educational network of this country for a number of years to
come and since they will be responsible for the Intellectual develop¬
ment of a large proportion of Negroes, it is imperative that one knows
the thinking of those who enter these walls of learning, ^specially
onv needs to know the thinking of these students as such thinking re¬
lates itself to religion and values* What one believes and what ultl-
mates one strives toward are vital foundation stones for any civili¬
zation*
h
II. definition of terms used
The folloxidag terms are used in this study as they are defined in
this section. The terras, attitude, beliefs, pre-test, value, liberal
arts college, and church-related college are defined through the use
of the Dictionary of Education,^ edited by Carter V. Good. The terras,
Protestant and denomination are defined through the use of the Britanni-
ca World Language Dictionary,2 edited by Harry S. Ashmore. Religion is
defined through using Yinger's, Religion, Society and the Individual and
Dr. Samuel C. Kincheloe's definition from his course in Sociology of
Religion. The term questionnaire is defined in inclusive terms using
a definition by Pauline Young in her book. Scientific Social Surveys
and Research.^ The remaining terms are defined by the writer in a manner
desired for use herein.
Attitudes. The readiness to react toward or against some situation,
person, or thing in a particular manner.
Beliefs, The acceptance of a proposition as true or a situation or
object as existent. In religion, this is also a proposition which is
^Carter V. Good, Editor, Dictionary of Education (New fork:
McGraw Hill Company, 195y)«
2Harry S. Ashmore, Editor, Britannica World Language Diction-
aty (New York; Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1959).
3 J. Milton Yinger, Religion, Society,, and the Individual.
(New York: The Macitillan Company, 1957), p. 9.
^Pauline V, Young, Scientific Social Surveys and Research
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Ine,, 1956), p. 177,
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accepted as true by which, even though not contradictory to reason, can
not be substantiateii throughoreasoning.
Pre-test. A try-out of some measuring instrument or piece of e-
quipment in advance of its regular use to ascertain the possible ef¬
fectiveness of tne instrument in the actual testing.
Values. Any characteristic deemed important because of psychologi¬
cal, social, moral, or aesthetic considerations.
Liberal Arts College. Institutions of higher education that maintain
a four year curriculum leading to the bachelor’s degree with certain
programming in the fine arts.
Church Related College. A college related to a religious denomi¬
nation through such means as Charter, selection of boards members,
financial contributions and theological or religious beliefs,
Protestant. The collective name for all denominations, sects, groups,
and religious associations which have developed out of the Reformation,
Denomination. A body of Christians having a distinguishing name and
a distinguishing set of beliefs.
Religion. Dr, Kincheloe defines religion as man’s attempt to secure
aid from powers beyond himself in meeting his deepest personal and so¬
cial needs. Yinger continues this by thinking of religion as a system
of beliefs and practices by means of which a group of oeople struggle
with those ultimate problems of human life.
Questionnaire. All data collection forms in which the content is
aimed at finding out facts or opinions or both, and the questions are
directed to persons about themselves or their families or their business.
6
farms, etc., whether sent In by mall or used in personal interview.
Religious. The state of being wherein one is feeling and manifest¬
ing religion. Those actions arid mannerisms reflecting one's religion.
Congregational Church Related College. A four year institution
of higlier learning, liberal arts in nature, which has denominational
ties with the Congregational Church (now called. The United Church
of Christ).
Methodist Church Related College. A four year institution of high¬
er learning, liberal arts in nature, which has denominational ties with
The Methodist Church.
III. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Verj little has been written la the specific area of Rellflon
In Higher Education among Negro colleges. A nvadber of studies have
included one or t»» Negro colleges in a sampling of colleges across
the land. The most in^ortsuit studies and the ones quite helpful to
this study include: Changing Values In College« by Philip E, Jacob
and What College Students Think, by Rose K, Qoldsen, Morris Rosen¬
berg, Robin Williams, Jr., and Edward Suchman. An unpublished doc¬
toral dissertation, "Religious and Social Values of College Students
by Roy Hall also provided valuable insights in preparing this stu(fy.
The following unpublished Master’s Theses at Atlanta Uidversity
are closely related to the present stu<ty though they, more or less,
are related to a stucfy of oz» individual campus or are in relation
to a major university study: "Religious Attitudes of Post-War Col¬
lege Students at Florida A. M. College", by Andrew Hargrettj "A
Study of the Attitudes Toward Certain Principles of Religion as
Shown by 200 Students at Howard University", by Leroy Allen; and
"Some Religious Beliefs and Practices Among College Students", by
Finis H. Beimett.
The Jacob Report is the most widely known of the recent studies
Many articles in leading magazines and professional Journals have
been written as a result of this report. It was the Jacob Report and
the many responses to it that stimulated the present inquiry. AH
sources related to the present study are listed in the Bibliography.
CHAPTER II
METHOD A>ID PROCEDURE
The methodologr of this study involves social research by means
of the Questionnaire Method. In constructing the instrument, many
writers in the fields of philosophy, theology, education, and religion
in higher education were examined•Since no one instrument approached
the problem in a manner acceptable to the writer, the present instru¬
ment in this study is a ccmposite of the following: The Jacob' Re¬
port, The Cornell Report, The Hall Report, The Beliefs of Methodists,
and the Hargrett Report. The instrument was titled, '*As I See It,'*
because this appeared to be a neutral title and not open to possible
"pre-judged" ideas stemming from a title such as "Some Religious
Beliefs." The subject simply selects the answer that appears to be
most like his own personal view. The questionnaire was then presented
to the writer's major ddvisor for observation and approval. After a
number of revisions, the instrument was reac^y for pre-t'esting.
The pre-test of the instrument was cleared for administering to
the students at Morris Brown College, a Negro Liberal Arts College
supported by the African Methodist Episcopal Church and located in
Atlanta, Georgia. The questionnaire was, at that time, made up of
seventy-two questions. After careful study of the pre-test instru¬
ment and consultation with the iflajor advisor, the writer then sought
to make the necessai’y alterations.
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The instrument was then condensed into the present form with
fifty-five questions and statements. Preparation was then made
to administer it to the colleges involved in this study. The
writer, aware of the lack of cooperation one receives from mail¬
ed questionnaires, visited both campuses and administered the
instrument personally to the students. An administrative person
at each college was contacted and permission was granted to visit
the college and administer the instrument during April and May, 196U.
The subjects of this study were eighty freshmen students and
sixty-seven senior students at the Congregational Church Supported
College and two hxindred twenty-seven freshmen and ninety-four
senior students at the Methodist Church Supported College. These
were the students in attendance on the day of the administration
of the instrument and represent, with the exception of about ten
students, the entire class groups at each college. Both institu¬
tions are Liberal Arts Colleges located in the South. The names
of the colleges are withheld at the request of the administration
of one college herein involved. Each institution received a copy
of its results.
The instrument was administered at prescribed class periods
for both ^reshmen classes. The students knew ahead of time that
the period was to be set aside for the administration of the in-
stmment. The instrument was administered to the Freshmen at the
Congregational Church Supported College dviring their classes in
Social Science. It was administered to the Freshmen at the Meth-
10
odist Church Supported College during their Orientation to Col¬
lege Lectures. At both colleges, the Seniors cane together for
the specific purpose of completing the instiniraent.
Tables are incltided in this study to show some of the find-
the
ings. The first ten tables are used as the base oJ^i'present search
for understanding the studenti’v doctrinal beliefs# Of the remain¬
ing forty five statements in the instrument, twenty are selected
at random and used in the present study# This second group seeks
to capture the students* opinion regarding statements which call
for answers based on their religious beliefs. It is in this section
that an understanding of the student’s articulation of xdiat he
professes to believe is studied.
The personal involvement on both campuses gave the writer an
opportunity to discuss certain comments with the students. This
helped greatly to evaluate and understand many interesting points
which the students raised.
Miile it was the intention of the writer to tabulate the data
in this study on I.B.M. cards, the actual tabulation was done by
hand. The instrument was set up with a maximun of nine possible
answers for easy accessibility to a computer tabulation. The hand
tabulation was necessitated by the writer’s absence from the area
wherein the computer was located.
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The remainder of the thesis finds Chapter III, College Stu¬
dents’ Reaction to Certain Religious Doctrines; Chapter IV, Col¬
lege Students’ Opinions Regarding Certain Statements Based ^^n Re¬
ligious Beliefs; Chapter V, Composite Beliefs of Freshmen and
Composite Beliefs of Seniors sen Selected Questions; and Chapter
VI, The Summary and Conclusions. A copy of the questionnaire
is located in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER III
COLLEGE STinDENTS’ REACTION TO CERTAIN RELIGIOUS DOCTRINES
The students at both the Congregational College and The Meth¬
odist College professed some religious affiliation. Less than e-
leven percent of the students, in any one class, reported that they
did not profess any religious affiliation. "Religiousness is wide¬
spread among the contemporary student generation."^, says Philip
Jacob. This is evident in the present study. The overwhelming ma¬
jority of students professing some religious affiliation were
Protestant. Roman Catholic membership is less than ten percent of
any group studied* This can be ■understood in the light of the fact
that most Negroes are Protestant Christians. Carter G. Woodson
stated this fact in his book. The Negro In Our History, "Negro
communicants are largely of the simple Protestant Faith, chiefly
Methodists and Baptists. . . ."
In Table I, one is able to discern that in this Protestant
majority, the largest denominational affiliation is that of the
Baptist Church. Over fifty percent of each group studied are
affiliated with the Baptist Church. The combined Methodist De¬
nominations form the second largest group. Carter G. Woodson
explains this fact, "In the case of the Methodist and Baptist
^Philip Jacob, Changing Values In College, (New York: Harper
St Brothers, 1957)> p. l6.
^Carter G. Woodson, The Negro In Our Histo^, (Washington, D.
C., The Associated Publishers, Inc., 1928), p. 5o9*
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Churches, the Negro had a better chance* These denominations
socialized the Godpel. They presented it in such a simple form
and with such a forceful appeal as to reach both the illiterate
*7
poor whites and the Negroes*”‘ E. Franklin Frazier also stresses
this point, ”The Negro Masses were concentrated in the Methodist
and Baptist Churches which provided for a more emotional ^nd
ecstatic form of worship than the Protestant Episcopal, Presby-
O
terianj. and Congregational Churches*” The mention of the Meth¬
odist Church in these quotes must be understood in the light of
the combined branches of Methodism mentioned earlier* Vflien one
combines the African Methodist Episcopal Church membership, the
African Methodist Episcopal!Zion Church membership, the Christian
Methodic Episcopal Church membership (formerly the Colored Meth¬
odist Episcopal Church), and the Negro members of The Methodist
Church one sees the large Methodist membership.
This Table also shows that the flenomination to which the
institution is associated is in a minority as far as student en¬
rollment is concerned. The Methodist College has only nine percent
of the freshmen males, sixteen percent of the freshmen females,
fifteen percent of the senior males and eighteen percent of the
senior females as members of The Methodist Church. The Congrega-
7cart«' G* Woodson, Ibid, p* 11^6*
0
E* Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church In America, (New York:
SchQok<?a Books, 1963), p* 30-31*
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TABLE I RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND OE ^TTE STTIDUNTS TABLE I
CONGREGA'T'IONAL COLLEGE METHODIST COLLEGE
FRESHIffiN SENIORS FRESHMITN SENIORS
M F M F M F M F
PROTESTANT 83^ 89f lOOf 89f 91f 92f 91f 95f
ROMAN CATHOLIC 6% 8f of 9f hfo 6f 6% 5f
OTPIERS (BAHA'I) If
NOT AFEILiATED 11% 3% of 2f % If orj/ of
PROTESTANT
BACKGROUND
A. M. E. liv of 17f 12f 13f Ilf . .6f
A. M. E. ZION o| ..2f Of Uf Of 2f . .3f . 2f
BAPTIST 6Uf ^of 56f 52f.. .f 3f ^3%
CHURCH OF CHRIST 6i 3% 5f of If If 3f Of
CHURCH OF GOD W.
. hi Of of Of If Of Of .
C. M. E. o| Of of h% 7f 3f 3f 6f
CH. OF GOD IN CHRIST of Of 2f If If Of Of
CUMBERLAND PRESBY.
EPISCOPAL 2i - 3f
. . If 3f 3f
LUTHERAN 2f
THE METHODIST CHURCH 2% .9f I6f l^f 18f
PRESBYTERIAN, U. S. 2% 2f If 2f
PRESBYTERIAN, U.S.A. lif If •
PRIMITIVE BAPTIST 2f . - If
SEi^ENTH DAY ADVENT'S If.. 2f
UNITED CH. O;.^ CHRIST 21f 2f
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN Ilf 2%



















tional College has no freshmen males, only three percent of the
freshmen females, twenty-one percent of the Senior Males and on¬
ly two percent of the Senior Females with membership in the Con¬
gregational Church* One thing this shows is that the denomination
which is supporting the college is in actuality training more per¬
sons of other denominations than of its own* This points to the
important contribution to education being made by these institu¬
tions* They are placing educational opportunities to Negro youth
as their prime purpose and denominational affiliation is secondary*
Less than eleven percent of each group studied are not members
of any religious group* The fact that there are these students
attending a Church-Selated dollege poses a challenge to these col¬
leges* The impact of the dhurch-Selated SoUege on the lives of
these students will help in the involvement or non-involvement of
these students in religious activities in the future* It is within
this group that the Church can really argue its case*
At the Congregational College, eleven percent of the Fresh¬
men Males and three percent of the Freshmen Females are in this
non-affiliated group while there are no Senior Males and only two
percent of the Senior Females in this group* The Methodist College
has five percent of its Freshmen Males, one percent of its Fresh¬
men females, three percent of its Senior Males and no Senior Fe¬
males in this non-affiliated group*
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Less than ten percent of each Class group are members of
the Roman Catholic Church. The Congregational College has six
percent of its Freshmen Males, eight percent of its Freshmen
Females, no Senior Males and nine percent of the Senior Females
as Roman Catholic. At tlt« Methodist College, four percent of the
Freshmen Males and six percent of the Freshmen Females are Roman
Catholic while six percent of the Senior Males and five percent
of the Senior Females are in this group.
Considering the facts which have been given earlier regard¬
ing the Negro’s 6^harch affiliation, the small percentage of stu¬
dents with Roman Catholic membership is understandAble. E. Franklin
Frazier has this to say regarding the Negro and the Catholic faith,
"In its relations with the Negro, the Catholic Church has faced a
number of obstacles, both outside and within the Negro group. One of
the 'external' obstacles has been the fact that the masses of Negroes
have been concentrated in the south where there has been much preju-
9
dice against the Catholic Church." Frazier continues by saying,
"Moreover, the Negro has become accustomed to a t3rpe of worship
which is opposed to the restraintv-characteristics of the worship in
the Catholic ChurchesIt has only been since the Negro moved
into the cities and to the North that his membe»ship in the Catholic
Chiirch has increased.
9
E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro In The United States, (New York:
The MacMillan Company 1957)> p. io2.
^*^Ibid., p. 362.
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The onlj other E-eli^on mentioned in the study was the Baha’i
Faith. At the Methodist College, one percent of the Freshmen Females
listed the Baha’i Faith, The students at the Congregational College
related that there were Baha’i students in the sophomore class. This
fact implies the Negro’s ties with the Christian religion, to the ex¬
clusion of the other religions. This fact can be understood in the
light of the fact that the Negro, when transplanted by slavery, lost
all ties with all forms of religion. He was introduced, rather hesitant¬
ly, to Christianity by his slave masters. Finding some solace in the
stories of the Hebrews and their captivity, the Negro saw a vision
of hope within Christianity. He took this religion and looked to the
day when he, too, would be released from his persecutions and enter
that ’’New Jerusalem," After slavery, the Independent Negro Churches
were growing and the tie with Christianity continued. One could say
that the Negro is a "born Christian", He knows nothing else. In rare
instances does he ouestion and eventually leave the "womb" of his par¬
ent, ’"Jhen he does, he often remains close around his parent’s knees,
darting out to tris new world with great hesitancy.
There have been inroads made by the other iteligions, Islam, Ju¬
daism, Baha’i, and the most recent. The Black Muslims have tried to
win the support of the Negro. However, as a whole, the Negro has main¬
tained his allegiance to Christianity. The Baha’i Faith, herein men¬
tioned, appeals to the intellectual set. Every college generation comes
to gripswith its "inclusive" ideals.
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Most of the students at both colleges have reacted either partial¬
ly or wholly against their religious teachings. In Table II, one sees
that seventy-two percent of the Freshmen Males and forty^eif'ht percent
of the Freshmen Females reacted against their religious teachings at
the Congregational College. At the Methodist College, fifty-three per¬
cent of the Freslmen Males atrf thirty-seven percent of the Freshmen Fe¬
males reacted against their religious teachings. The Congregational
College recorded seventy-four percent of its Senior Males and seventy-
three percent of the Senior Females reacting against their religious
teachings. The Methodist College recorded fifty-three percent of its
Senior Ifeles and forty-five percent of the Senior Females reacting a-
gainst their religious teachings.
The students at the Congregational College reacted against their
religious teachings more than the students at the Methodist College.
At the same time, the Congregational College recorded a smaller per¬
centage of persons growing u ; having had no religious influence in
their homes. ¥ith the majority of the students growing up in homes
with religious teachings, it is interesting to observe this reaction
against these teachings.
A further observation from Table III, shows that this religious
teaching was overwhelmingly an outgrowth of parental influence and
tradition. VJhen one combines parental influence (#1) with personal
influence of other than parents (#2), one can observe here the im¬
pact of these two areas on the lives of the students. Thus, to a
large degree, these young people have reacted against the religious
19
TABLE II RK^CTED EITHER PARTIALLY OR WHOLLY AGAINST TEACHINGS
Congregational College Methodist College
Freshmen Senier Freshmen Senior
YES 12% hB% lh% lyfo S3% 39% 53% h5%
NO 11% Ui^ 21% 21% 3S% 35% h3%
I DON'T KiNfa*/ 21% h% 21% 2k% 9% 12%
Hj^D IJO RStiGIOUS
INFLUENCE IN HQ'® 0% 0% 0% 2% 1% 1% 3% 0%
to your religious
TEACHINGSTABLE ill










AND TR;\DITION 39% h8% 5\x% h6% 60% 5h% hh% 68% \
PSRS' 0!3'Ar'113FCirnMCE
OTHER THAN PARENTS 6% 2h% 10% 13% 11% 9% 11% 10% :
FEAR OF INSECURITY 5% h% 5% 3% 3% 3%
SURriUai! OR i!ERliJA\/E
I'IFNT 6% 3% h% 2% 2% 5% i
A mystical h^PERlENCE
16% 6% 16% 2% 1% h% 6% 5% :
C!7!M 'i'.P.ARlaJCE
11% 10% 5% 19% 13% 11% 15% 8>% \
AESTHETIC APPEAL
2% h% 1% 3%
STiiDIES TN
COLLEGE 6% : 2% 10% 6% 1% k% 6%








teachings as they have been handed down hj parents and bj'- the tradition
of the communities in vhich the students have lived.
The "teachings of the Church” and "a mystical experience" rank
next in importance in the lives of the students as contributing to their
living according to religious teachings. It is significant to note
the influence of the Church. Though it has been a small influence di¬
rectly in the lives of the students, it has had an indirect influence
through the lives of the parents and other persons in the community.
The degree of difference between the Church’s influence on tne stu¬
dents of the two Colleges is small. Therefore, a comparison at this
point will not show any outstanding factors.
The "mystical experience", ranking close to the influence of the
Church’s teachings, is important when understood in the light that
the students have lived in communities where such experiences are close¬
ly related to conversion. This can also be understood in the light
of the tradition of f.eligion among Negroes wherein the mystical element
is a part of the conservative belief.
"In American society a central core of our religious system—
indeed of our whole social system—is human recognition of a super¬
human controlling power, especially of a personal God entitled to o-
bedience."^^ This fact is evident in this study. The majority of stu¬
dents at both Colleges consider the Deity as the "Infinite, Wise, Qra-
^%OS0 K. Goldsen et al. What College Students Think, (Princeton,
New Jerseys D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., I960), p. l^U*
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nipotent. Creator of the Universe and Natural Laws," In Table
forty-two percent of the Freshmen Males and fifty-sixty percent of the
Freshmen Females at the Congregational College share this belief. When
one observes the Congregational College, thirty-two percent of the Sen¬
ior Males and forty-six percent of the Senior Females share this belief.
At the Methodist College, fifty-eight percent of the Freshmen Males
and sixty percent of the Freshmen Females believe in God's CJnnipotence
while thirty-two percentof the Senior liales and sixty-eight percent
of the Senior Females share this belief.
At both Colleges, the Seniors think, in terms of the Deity, less
of Omnipotence than do the Freshmen. The exception to this is the Fe¬
males at the Methodist College. There is an eight percent increase
in the thinking of the Senior Females over the Freshmen Females regard¬
ing the Omnipotence of the Deity,
It is interesting to note that the Freshmen Males at the Methodist
College thought of the Deity in Infinite and Omnipotent terms eight¬
een percent more than the Freshmen Males at the Congregational College.
Though the Freshmen Females at the Methodist College also were more
of this opinion than their counterparts at "the Congregational College,
the percentage is too small to be of great importance.
The Senior i''!ales at both Colleges were equal in percentage in their
thinking while twenty-two percent more Senior Females of the Methodist
College thought in these terms as compared with Congregational College
counterparts
23
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There are twenty-four percent more Senior Males at the Congrega¬
tional College who believe in the "Infinitely, Intelligent, and Fiiend-
ly Being working according to natural laws" than the Freshmen Males.
In the same manner, fifteen percent more Senior Females at the Congre¬
gational College thought in these terms than did the Freshmen Female
students. At the Methodist College, the Seniors think of the Deity
less in these terms than do the Freshmen. The percentage of difference
is small.
Two interesting elements are evident in this Table regarding the
belief in agnosticism. (1) There are more agnostics at the Congrega¬
tional College than at the Methodist College. (2) Seniors at the
Methodist Colie :e are more agnostic t’nan the Freshmen. The senior
l^Iales at the Congregational College are less agnostic than the Fresh¬
men Males. The Senior Females are more agnostic than the Freshmen
Females at the Congregational College,
In the section calling for "write-in" answers, the overwhelming
answers were orthodox and "Sunday School" terms. Seme examples of
these answers:
"God is a Spirit. He is the Creator who watches over Man."
"God is the Father of Jesus Christ and of all of us,"
"God is the person whose sole interest is man. He is the
only one who can bring true peace to the world."
"He is the One I serve. He hears all our prayers and is
there to answer us."
Fewer Senios Males at the Congregational College offered personal
opinions than Freshmen Males while at the Methodist College fewer Sen-
ior Females offered personal opinions than Freshmen Females.
To understand the concept of God, one must keep in mind the -
conservative tradition from whence many of the students come. Dr. Ben¬
jamin Mays made a study of the idea of God among ITegroes. In his book.
The Negro’s God, Dr» Mays saysi
■'In much of the "mass" literature and in an appreciable
amount of the "classical" Negro literature, ideas of God
adhere strictly to traditional, compensatory patterns.
They are traditional in the sense that they are mainly
those of orthodox Christianity as set forth in the Bible,
with primary emphasis upon the magical, spectacular, par¬
tial, revengeful and anthropomorphic nature of God as re¬
vealed in the Old Testament; ... the Nevj Testament ideas
of a just, impartial God, . •
In this conservative tradition from whence many of the students come,
God is still seen in anthropomorphic terms. The prayers and worship
are still used as personal calls for God to hear the "cries" of his
oppressed people.
Though coming out of a leligious background founded in traditional¬
ism, the students at both colleges are less orthodox than one might
imagine. There can be seen this traditional background, but the stu¬
dents appear to be at the point of reaching beyond this traditionalism
to a hold on a greater understanding of the Bible. They seem to allow
the possibility of translation difficulties for some incorrect or iacon-
sistent ideas in the Bible.
Generally speaking, the Methodist College, with the exception of
the Senior Males, are more conservative than the students at the Con¬
gregational College. The Freshmen at the Congregational College are
^Benjamin E. Mays, The Negro*s God , (Boston: Chapman & Granes,
Xnc., 1938), p. 14.
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more conservative than the seniors. Forty-five pei'cent of the Fresh¬
men Males and forty-percent of the Freshmen Females looK upon the Bi¬
ble as divinely Inspired i^itn ever^.^thing as near correct as trans¬
lation will permit. There are thirty-two percent of the Benior Males
and tv?enty-five percent of the Senior Females sharing this point of
view. At the Methodist College, fifty-one percent of the Freshmen Kales
and forty-nine percent of the Freshmen Females view the Bible as divine¬
ly inspired with translation difficulties while twenty-six percent of
the Senior Males and fifty-nine percent of the Senior Females share
this view.
The Freshmen Male students at the Congregational College are then
equally divided between viewing the Bible as a "collection of litera¬
ture and history" and as a "partially inspired book containing the
'blue print' of life," twenty-two percent. The second highest oercen-
tage of the Female students at the Congregational College view the Bi¬
ble as a "collection of literature and history’'," twenty-three percent.
The Congregational Seniors are equally divided between looking at the
Bible as Divinely Inspired with translation difficulties and a great
book of "ethics and laws," thirty-two percent each.
At the Methodist College, Freshmen viewed the Bible as "a great
book of ethics and laws" with their second highest percentage, eigh^«
<e<9|i percent for the Freshjnen Males and sixteen percent for the Fresh-
Males and sixteen percent for the Freshmen Females. The Senior Males
viewed the Bible as "a collection of literature and history" as their
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second highest percentage while the Senior Females were equally
divided between “a collection of literature and history” and
”a partially inspired book containing the 'blue print' of life",
thirteen percent each. This latter view was the third highest
view of The Methodist Eollege Senior Male students.
The write-in answers were:
"The Word of Grod for all men's salvation."
"The Holy Word of God, our guide to the abundant life."
"The accoimt of God's plan for man in the coming of His
kingdom on earth."
When asked to express how they felt when someone mentions the
word"Churcli^ the students at both colleges thought of the Church
in human terms rather than in theological or eschatological terms.
In Table Jlf with the exception of the Freshmen Females at both
colleges, the majority of the students thought of the Church as
standing for the best though certain minor shortcomings are nor¬
mally a part of human institutions. The Freshmen Females rated
the Church in orthodox terras, "one sure and infallible foundation
wherein there is to be fotxnd a fellowship of believers". It is
interesting to note that at the Congregational College, the female
students thought of the Church as the meeting place of a particular
group and they gave this view their third highest vote.
The Freshmen and Seniors share a view, with equal percent^e,
that the Church is irrelevant: five percent of the Freshmen Males,
two percent of the Freshmen Females, five percent of the Senior
Males and two percent of the Senior Females. This view is the out-
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growth of actual church non-involvement in community life as seen
by these students in their own home situations. Many spoke openly
on this topic. They insisted that the minister who comes into the
community on Sunday morning can not know the needs of the people,
let alone know what they should be involved in within the communi¬
ty. The Church is closed and enqpty more than it is open and full.
According to these conversations, the Church must, as one student
summed it t3?), "Put up or shut upl"
The knowledge of Christ as reflected in the view of the stu¬
dents follows the traditional background out of which they have come;
In Table VII, with the exception of the Senior Males, both colleges
reflect the view of Christ as the "Divine-Human Incarnation of God".
The Seniors, both Male and Female, are less inclined to view Christ
la this manner than the Freshmen.
The Congregational College, through its Freshmen Males, view
Christ in "Divine-Human" terms by thirty-nine percent while the
Freshmen Females view Christ in these terms by forty-eight percent.
The Seniors,at the Congregational College, are ranked as follows:
There «re for'ty-eight percent of the Senior Males who thought of
Christ as a "Great Pro)[>^t or Teacher". An equal division, twenty-
one percent each, thought of Christ as "Divine-Human Incarnation of
God" and "Human ... rewarded with Divine Sonship". The Senior Fe¬
males had forty-two percent recording "Divine-Human Incarnation of
God, thirty-two percent recording "great Teacher or Prophet", and
twenty-one percent recording "Human ... rewarded with Divine Sonship".
The Methodist Freshmen were ranked in the following manner: Freshmen Males,
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sixty percent and Freshmen Females, forty-seven percent, thought of
Christ as ''Divine. • both Freshmen groups saw Christ as "Human ...
rewarded with Divine Sonship" as their second choice. The Males were
twenty-seven percent and the Females were thirty-seven percent while
the Freshmen Females recorded fourteen percent.
The Seniors at the Methodist College thought of Christ in the
following^manner: The highest percentage for the liale students was
thirty-eight percent for "Great Prophet." The second for the Male stu¬
dents was thirty-two percent for "Human with Divine Sonship." The
third was fifteen percent for "Divine-Human Incarnation of God." The
Female Students at the Methodist College thought in the following way:
The highest percentage was forty-two per cent for "Divine-Human Incar¬
nation of God." The second, wiiii a percentage of twenty-eight, was
"Human....with Divine Sonship." The third was, with twenty-two per¬
cent, "Great Prophet or Teacher."
The write-in answers are quite orthodox:
"The Son of God, born of the Virgin Mary."
"God, himself, revealed in the second part of the Trinity."
"The Pre-existent, called by God to come and save mankind."
In the araa of the doctrines of the church dealing with Immortality,
Salvation, and Sin, it is interesting to observe the conservative-iiij-
eral debate going on in the minds of the students. In- Table VIII
dealing with Immortality, the students express themselves as fol].ows*
The majority of the Freshmen at the Congregational College un¬
derstood this doctrine as "personal immortality, the soul existing as
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a separate entity after death," The Freshmen Males recorded this view
thirty-three percent and the Freshmen Females recorded it fifty-seven
percent. The Seniors at the Congregational College understood Immor¬
tality as residing "in influences upon children,,,, what he did and
who he touched," The percentage for these beliefs among Seniors were
fifty-nine percent for the Thales and fifty-two percent for the Females
FTiile not deciding which is correct, it is interesting to observe
this "socialized" idea of immortality as held by the Seniors as com¬
pared with the more conservative viev held by the Freshmen, One other
item should be mentioned regarding the Congregational College students
There can be observed that twenty-two percent of the Freshmen Male stu
dents, the third hipest percentage, do not believe in immortality
while only eleven percent of the liale students (the second highest
though) do not believe in immortality.
The Freshmen at the Methodist College also looked at Immortality
in personal terms. One observes fifty-nine percent of the Freshmen
liales and forty-six percent of the Freshmen Females shared this per¬
sonal view of Immortality, The Senior Female students shared this
view with their Freshmen counterparts. One sees forty-three percent
who
of the Senior Females/thought of Immortality as personal, "soul ex¬
isting as a separate entity after death," The Senior Ilale students
thought Immortality' "resides in influence upon children,,." Thirty-
eight percent of the Senior Males shared this view. This "socialized"
view of Immortality was the second ranking view in the Freshmen Males,
Freshmen Females, and Senior Females. The personal, orthodox view
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of Immortality was the second ranking view o^ the Senior Males. The
Seniors were more prone to disbelieve in Immortality than the Freshmen.
The write-in answers to this doctrinal belief were:
"The Soul of Han livine eternally."
"The new life after death for all those who believe in Jesus
Christ as Lord and Savior."
"The Promise of God to all who believe in Him, that they may
hold fast to His Teachings and look to that eternal happiness
with him,"
In Table K, Salvation also proved itself open to many diverse
opinions. The majority of students at both colleges thought of Sal¬
vation as "peace and joy with God through forgiveness of our sins,"
After that, the answers cove;'* the spectrum of religious beliefs.
There were thirty-nine percent of the Freshmen Males, forty-eight
percent of the Freshmen Females, and fifty-three percent of the Senior
Males who thought of Salvation as "peace and joy..." This was the
highest ranking percentage in each of their groups. The Senior Female
students at the Congregational College differed from all the other
classes by ranking "live a new life in fellowship with God and man"
as their first choice, with a percentage of thirty-seven. The "peace
and joy" answer ranked second for the Senior Females.
Observation shows forty-nine percent of the Freshmen Males, sixty-
three percent of the Freshmen Females, and forty-eight percent of the
Senior Females at the Methodist College considered Salvation terms of
"peace and joy with God through forgiveness of our sins," The Senior
Males ranked "live a new life in fellowship with God and man" first
37
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with a percentage of fortj four* This view of the Senior Males was
the second highest percentage in each of the other groups*
The write-in answers are mostly conservative* Among the differ¬
ing views regarding Salvation were the following:
"Believing in the Lord Jesus Christ*"
"Following God's Teachings"
"Saved from Satan and Sin and being made pure and whole
through the Fire of the Holy Spirit*"
Sin has always been an interesting, though confusing, subject*
It is no less confusing in the minds of these students* As with all
the doctrines, it was the purpose of the writer to probe into the
studerrttf^fe thinking through the use of terms which were not t37pical
"Sunday School" language* Each of the answers called for careful
thought for the application of the past thinking on the present sit¬
uation* The section calling for different answers saw many of the
students writing in answers which were the "cliches" and "pat an¬
swers"* Among these conservative answers were:
"Anything that disobeys God's Will*"
"What we do that is not in keeping with God's teachings*"
"Actions guided by the Devil rather than by God*"
"Anything that leaves God out*"
While a large number of students at both colleges thought of Sin
as "an extension of the total depravity of man,” the greater majority
thought of Sin as "voluntary'- attitudes and actions due to our environ¬
ment, contrary to God's -wiil," The Freshmen I^ales, Senior I”lales, and
Senior Females at the Congregatinnal College thought in these terms.
The Freshmen >lales recorded thxrty-eight percent of their number sup¬
porting "voluntary attitudes" and seventeen percent equally divided
among "anti-religious acts," "evil created God to tempt man" and
"selJScenteredness and pride which distorts the will of men and effects
their best choices," The Freshmen Females recorded thirty-nine per¬
cent of their nnmber supporting the view of "anti-religious acts"
while twenty-six percent recorded "voluntary attitudes." The Sen¬
ior Females at the Congregational College recorded forty-six percent
in favor of "voluntary attitudes" and nineteen percent in favor of "an¬
ti-religious acts."
There were thirty-three percent of the Freshmen Males at the Meth¬
odist College who viewed sin as "anti-religious acts" and thirty-two
percent viewed sin as "voluntar3'' attitudes." The Freshmen Females
at the 'ethodist Colleg-’ ranked the "voluntary attitudes" as their
leading definition of Sin b^'- giving it thirty-seven percent of their
number. They ranked "an+i-religious acts" second with a percentage
of twenty-two. The Senior Males viex-jed sin as "self-centeredness and
pride" as their leading choice with a percentage of twenty-nine.
The^ three percent of their number who ranked "voluntary attitudes
and action" and twenty five percent of their niumber to "anti-relirious
There can be seen in both colleges the dialogue between man’s
responsibility for his sins and God’s responsibility for man's sins.
Man’s corrupt nature from Adam points to the old doctrine of "Origin¬
al Sin," man’s sinful state from his entrance into life which he inher¬
its from Adam, Because of this having been with him from his moment
of conception and birth, man can never quite get beyond sin’s grasp.
The environment becomes responsible, not the individual man, for
the actions of man. In selecting this, the apparent idea is that man
would do alright, he would obey God’s will. But, the forces within
the environment prevent this. Social pressures, being socially ac¬
cepted, the norms of the culture or the sub-culture—these factors with¬
in our environment man and cause him to do things he would
not ordinarily do.
Implicit even within this view is the notion that man is not re¬
sponsible for his sins. The environment "which Thou has created" is
responsible. God is imolicitly responsible here too. In short, God
is responsible for the sins of man.
The Congregational College reflected a difference between Fresh¬
men and Seniors pointing to a greater awareness on the part of the
Seniors that Sin is quite self-centered and stems from man’s pride.
The Methodist College Males reflect this similar ax^areness. The Meth¬
odist College Senior ■'’Males gave this view their highest percentage
while the Freshmen Males had this among their lowest percentages.
IV COLLEGE STUD0JTS Oi'INIONS REGA^NG CER.TAIN STATEMSJTS
BASED ON RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
In discussin;->: God and their relationshin to him, the students at
both colie,-:es, with the exception of the Freshmen and Senior Males at
the Congregational College, disagreed with the notion that the idea
of God is an invention of man. Table XI shows the student’s reaction
to this belief.
In this table, one sees seventeen percent of the Freshmen i^les
at the Congregational College stronglj^ agreed and eleven percent a-
greed that the idea of God was an invention of man. -- Many bf'l
these Freshmen Males were undecided about this issue.(thirty-three
percent). There are thirty-seven percent of the Senior Males who
strongly agreed while sixteen percent agreed. Sixteen percent of the
Senior J^ales were undecided. There is a decline in those without an
opinion and an increase among those sharing the idea that this is an
invention of man. If one adds both groups agreeing, it is possible
to see the Freshmen Males agreeing twenty-eight percent while the
seniors agreed fifty-three percent. The Senior Males also disagreed
with the statement more than the Freshman Males. The percentage for
the Senior Males were ten percent and twenty-one percent and for the
Freshmen Males, it was eleven percent and eight percent.
The Freshmen Females and Senior Females, at the Congregational
College, disagreed with the idea that God was an invention of man.
Close observation shows that thirty-eight percent of the Senior Fe-
percent
male students disagreed and twenty-three/strongly disagreed. The
Freshmen Females disagreed thirty-two percent and strongly disagreed
forty-eight percent. The Seniors disagreed nineteen percent less than
the Freshmen. There is also a total increase of twenty-three percent
among Senior Females over the Freshmen Females who agreed that the i-
dea of God is an invention of man. The Freshmen Females recorded two
percent strongly agreeing and two percent agreeing while the Senior
Females recorded nineteen percent strongly agreeing and eight percent
agreeing.
At the 1 ethodist College, the students disagreed with the idea
that God was an invention of man. In answer to this statement, twenty-
seven percent of the Freshmen Males disagreed while forty-four percent
s-’-rongly disagreed. On the female side twenty-eight percent of the
Freshmen Fanales disagreed while fifty percent stronglj'- disagreed.
The Seniors, les;: forceful than the Freshmen, also gave the majority
of opinions disagreeing with the idea of God being an invention of man.
The Senior Males had thirty-five percent disa reeing and fifteen per¬
cent strongly disagreeing. Forty percent of the Senior Females dis¬
agreed and seventeen percent strongly disagreed. There was a larger
proportion of Seniors undecided than Freshmen. There were also more
Seniors agreeing to the statement than Freshmen. This says that though
the majority of Seniors disagreed with the idea of God being an inven¬
tion of man, there was a noticeable increase'In both the. pex%ehtage of
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statement*
Regarding questions about the existence and nature of God,
Table HI shows that sixty-one percent of the Freshmen Male
students at the Congregational College strongly agreed and twBnt3i*fc
eight percent agreed to the importance of such questions. The
Freshmen Females strongly agreed thirty-two percent and agreed
forty-three percent* The Senior Males were less forceful than
their Freshmen counterparts* The Senior Males only recorded
sixteen percent strongly agreeing though they recorded sixty-
three percent agreeing* The Senior Females recorded twenty-six
percent strongly agreeing and forty-seven percent agreeing*
The Methodist College also considered questions about the
existence and nature of God to be important* There were thirty-
five percent of the Freshmen Males who strongly agreed and
fifty-three percent who agreed to this point* Among the Fresh¬
man Females, forty-seven percent strongly agreed and forty-
four percent agreed* In the Senior class, six percent of the
Males strongly agreed and thirty-three percent agreed while
twenty-five percent of the Females strongly agreed and forty-
eight percent agreed. An in5)ortant observation in Methodist
College was the forty-one percent of the Senior Males who were
iiii
tmdecided# This is an vmasnally large niwijer of persons to be
graduating from college still undecided as to whether questions
about the existence and nature of God are important or not.
Students at both colleges did not think the idea of a per¬
sonal God was an outworn concept. At the Congregational College,
forty-four percent of the Freshmen Males, fifty-two percent of
the Freshmen Females, fifty-two percent of the Senior Males,
and fifty-two percent of the Senior Females disagreed with the
statement that the idea of a personal God is an outxrorn con¬
cept. At the Methodist College, forty-four percent of the Fresh¬
men Males, fifty-one percent of the Freshmen Females, forty-nine
percent of the Senior Males, and fifty-seven percent of the
Senior Females disagreed with the statement.
In Table XIII, "I feel closest to God in a Irdrship service",
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The Congregational College had twenty-two percent of the Fpeglunen
Kales strongly agreeing, thirty-four percent agreed, and twenty-two
percent were undecided. Among the Freshmen Females, twenty-eight per¬
cent strongly agreed, thirty-two percent agreed, and twenty-one per¬
cent were undecided. On the Senior level, sixteen percent of the Sen¬
ior Males strongly agreed, tliirty-seven percent were undecided. Of
the Senior Females, ten percent strongly agreed, forty-one percent a-
greed^ and twenty-three percent were undecided.
The Methodist College recorded tnirteen percent of the Freshmen
Males strongly agreeing, twenty-three percent agreeing and twenty-eight
percent undecided. There were twenty-two percent of the Freshinen Fe¬
males who strongly agreed, thirty-seven percent agreed, and twenty
percent were undecided. In the Senior class, nine percent of the Sen¬
ior Kales strongly agreed, twenty-nine percent arTeed and forty-four
percent were undecided. The Senior Females had fifteen percent agree¬
ing, forty-five percent agreeing and twenty-three percent undecided.
The large percent of Senior Kales in the undecided section raises ques¬
tions as to when and where do these students feel closest to God.
The danger implicit in this statement is that the students will
tend to feel that God is closest to them only in worship and nowhere
else. Is it possible to feel close to God in the dormitory room, on
field trips, in moments of private devotion? With the majority of
students feeling closest to God in worship services, there is indicated
a lack of personal knowledge about God fox' one's own life. God ap-
pears to be known mainly through his confined nature within the wor¬
ship scheme of the Church. The Church, Cod, and Religion are sc close¬
ly related that when the person rebels, against one, he is rebelling
against all three, khen he's throug-: with one, he's through with all
three. He can no longer hold to one so he lets all three go.
Moving from the idea of God to the idea of the Bible and its sa¬
cred writings, one sees that the students at the Congregational Col¬
lege are more open toward the "sacredness" of any writing than those
at the Methodist College. In Table XIV, "The writings of Plato, Aris¬
totle, Dante, and Shakespeare are as much inspired as the writings of
Moses, David, and Paul," the following is observed;
The Freshmen Males strongly agreed 17'^ and agreed 335. The Fresh¬
men Females at the Congregational College strongly agreed x^ith the state¬
ment 105 and agreed 235. The Senior Males strongly agreed 215 and a-
greed 535 while the Senior Female students strongly agreed 175 and a-
greed h3X» The Senior Males are Ii.5 more stronglp' agreed than the
Freshmen Males. The Senior Females are 7' more strongly agreed than
the Freshmen Females. Both Senior groups are 205 more agreed than the
Freshmen groups.
The Methodist College Freshmen Males strongly agreed 185 and agreed
275 while the Freshmen Females strongly agreed 155 and agreed 375.
The Senior Males strongly agreed 185 and agreed U35 while the Senior
Females strongly agreed 175 and agreed 3^5. The Senior and Freshmen
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more in ths category of agreeing than their Freshmen school mates.
In the Female groups, the Seniors are only 2% more strongly agreed than
the Freshmen Females.
It is possible for writings outside t’ne usual canon books in the
Bible to be inspired. Coming from their conservative backgrounds, the
students do exhibit an awareness of certain possible exceptions to the
usual teachings of their backgrcund. tJhile this may disturb some con¬
servatives, this is an attempt on the part of the student to make his
faith be more acceptable to the many th-tngs he has learned to believe.
In Table XV, the Seniors are more outspoken in their disagree¬
ment regarding ”If I believed that any part of the Bible vias unrelia¬
ble, I would have no confidence in its moral and seiritual teachings.”
The Freshmen Idales at the Congregational Colle.'^e disa<^Teed 33%
and strongly disagreed 1Q%. The Freshmen Females disagreed 3^% and
strongl; - disagreed 10^, The Senior I-Iales disagreed h3'% and strongly
disagreed 31% while the Senior Females disagreed and strongly dis¬
agreed 29%» In both class groups, the Seniors were more forceful in
their opposition to the statement than the Freshmen.
At the Methodist College, the students were more conservative in
their thinking than those at the Congregational College. There were
8% of the Freshmen hlales who'Sttonglj*' agreed and 23^ agreed that "If
I believed that any part of the Bible was unreliable, I would have no
confidence in its moral and soiritual teachings.” The majority of
these students were in disagreement with the statement; L 46^'4is« '.h:-
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agreed and 10^ strongly disagreed. The important factor here is the
percent of students in each group in the Methodist College ■who agreed
with the statement.
The Freshmen Females strongly a-reed 10;' and a -rreed 295 with the
statement while 185 disagreed and l65 strongly disagreed. The twenty-
six percent who were undecided proved to be an interesting group.
They were capable of be in;’ swayed either way and if they did follox'>t
a certain path it would add greatly to the final tabulations. Both
Senior grcu >3 also embodied large percentages of persons who were un¬
decided. This could be excused on the part of a Freshman but when a
Senior is undecided on such an issue, questions begin to arise regard¬
ing his collegiate development. Fewer Seniors agree vjith the state¬
ment and fewer males in the Senior group disgreed with the statement
when they were compared with the Freshmen, The Senior Males strong¬
ly agreed with the statement 3% and agreed 155 xjhile 295 disagreed and
185 of their number strongly disagreed. The 355 of the Senior Males
who were undecided were the lar est group of undecided persons at ei¬
ther school. The Senior Females had h% stronglg agreeing to the state¬
ment and 105 agreeing while 335 of their number disagreed and 205
strongly disagreed. There were 335 of the Senior Females who were un¬
decided and this represents the second highest group answering this
question at either school.
Table XVI shows the reaction to the statement that "Denomination¬
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possible." The Freshmen at both colleges disagreed vdth tills state¬
ment while the Seniors agreed. Somewhere in the four years, something
or someone caused this shift of opinion.
Eleven percent of the Freshmen Males at the Congregational College
strongly disagreed. The Freshmen Females recorded S% strongly agreeing
and 10^ agreeing while hQ% disagreed (largest percent disagreeing) and
21% strongly disagreeing. In the Senior Males, there were 37% strong¬
ly disa^greeing and 16^ agreeing while l6;o disagreed and $%> strongly dis¬
agreed. The Senior Females at the Congregational College were record¬
ed with 12% strongly agreeing to the statement and 23/» agreeing while
31% disagreed and 1^% strongly disagreeing.
At the Methodist College, the Freshmen ilales were recorded with
ld>% strongly agreeing and 9% agreeing to the statement while 39%> disa¬
greed and 9% stronrdy disagreed. The Freshmen Females had 11% strong¬
ly agreeing and VuS agreeing while they disa reed 2%% and strongly dis¬
agreed by 2S%» In the Senior year, the Senior Males strongly agreed
18;^ and agreed 36% while 16% disagreed and 11^ strongly disagreed. The
Senior Females at the -lethodist College strongly agreed 13^ and agreed
50^ (the largest percent agreeing) while they disagreed 12% and strong¬
ly disagreed by only 8^.
Although denaninational distinctions are looked upon as a thing
of the past, the students at both colleges are of mixed opinion regard¬
ing the future of the church's influence. In Table XFII "The future
of the Church's influence looks very dim," the Senior Females at both
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colleges are most opposed to this idea while the Senior Males are not
as sure.
The Freshmen Males at the Congregational College had 175 strongly
agreeing vjith the strtement, 115 agreeing, 395 disagreeing and 175
strongly disagreeing;. The Freshmen Females had 2% strongly a ^.Teeing,
65 agreeing, U55 disagreeing and 315 strongly disarreeing. In the Sen¬
ior year at the Congregational College, 55 of the Senior Males strong¬
ly agreed and 21%' agreed while 265 disa reed and 165 strongly disagreed.
There were 35 of the Senior Females who strongly agreed and 155 who
agreed while U25 disagreed and 125 strongly disagreed.
Fewer Senior Males agreed with the statement and more disagreed
when compared with the Freshmen Hales. However the percentage of dif¬
ference is too small to be outstanding. Both the Freshmen Females and
Senior Females were equal in their agreement and only k% separated their
disagreements. Again, the percentages are too small for noting tirends.'*
The Freshmen I^ales at the Methodist College had 75 strongly a-
greeing with the statement, 175 agreeing while 375 disagreed and 035
strongly disagreed. The Freshmen Females had h.% strongly agreeing and
205 agreeing while 275 disagreed and 285 strongly disagreed. On the
Senior class level, 95 of the Senior Males strongly agreed and 275 a-
rreed while 305 disagreed and 155 stronc-iy disagreed. The Senior Fe-
strongly
males at the Methodist Colleg had 35/agreeinr and 15% agreeing while
U25 disagreed and 125 strongly disagreed with the statement.
Fewer Senior Hales were opposed to the statement than the Freshmen
Males* The total percent of difference was 1$% less opposition
expressed by the Senior Males. The percent of difference between
the opposition toward the statement of the Freshmen Females and
Senior Females is too small for making statements of possible trends.
The difference between the two colleges can be sximmed up in
the following manner. The Freshmen Males at the Methodist College
were more opposed to the statement than the Fresiimen Males at the
Congregational College. The Freshmen Females at the Congregational
College were more opposed to the statement than the Freshmen Fe¬
males at the Methodist College. Only 3% separated the difference
between the Senior Males at both colleges. The Senior Females
at the Congregational College were more noticable in their op¬
position to the statement than the Senior Females at the Metho¬
dist College. The Females at the Congregational College were
the most apparent of any group studied in their opposition to
the statement.
One of the interesting Tables is X7III which shows the think¬
ing of the students regarding remaining in their present denominations,
changing to another denomination, or not joining any denomination. Tftliile
the majority of the students at both colleges preferred to remain in
their present denominations, there was an usually ardent group calling
for either another affiliation or none at all. The students at the
Congregational College were more outspoken in this matter than those
at Methodidt College. From twenty five up to sixty one percent of
the students expressed desires to change. These unforeseen developments
were not further explored for there were no other questions in the
instrument to be used in relationship to this interesting phenomenon.
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The writer sees this weakness and wishes that more insight could have
been gathered here.
The Freshmen Male students at the Congregational College were most
outspoken in this matter. Only would remain in their present de¬
nomination. There were 2S% who would change to another denomination
while 33% would not join any denomination. When one adds those who de¬
sire to change with those wan+ing no part of anj/" denomination one sees
61;^ who are dissatisfied with the church as they now know it.
The Freslimen Female students at the Congregational College are not
as outspoken as their male counterparts but the picture can be seen here
too. Some SSfo of the freslimen Females would remain in their present
denomination. It is noted that 2h% would change to another denomination
while 10/^ would not join any denomination. Here is seen 3U% of the
Freshmen Females dissatisfied with what they see in their religious
institution. This is a little over a third of the Freslimen Female.
The Seniors at the Congregational College are equally disturbed
at their present religious institutions. One observes that 53/^ of the
Senior liales would remain in their present dencminations. At the same
time 37% would change and 10^ would not join any denomination. A total
of h7% of the Senior Males are dissatisfied with the Church as they
understand it. The Senior Females present still a more striking picture.
In observing their reactions, 50^ of the Senior Females would remain
in their denomination. But, 3^% would change and l5m would not join
any church. This means that 50^ of the Senior Females are dissatisfied.
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These Seniors are to be the leaders of tanorrow and • almost half
of them a re dissatisfied with the religious institutions. tTiat does
this say to the Church as it seeks to be a part of tomorrow's leadershio
where these students are concerned? Is tliere an indictment on someone
or something; in the Church? ''vhere has the Church failed these jroung
people? lias it t'ne Church or the yo'.ing people who brought this inci¬
dent to this point? If one answers the previous question in either of
the two ways, is not the Church at the base of both answers? Can the
Church afford to "pass the buck?"
The Methodist College is not as striking as the Congregational
Colle^,:e, however, the message can be seen even here. The Freshmen l^ales
at the Methodist College would remain in their present denomination,
17%. There were 1.3/2 who would change denominations while 10^ would not
join any denomination. Nearly one fourth of this group is opposed to
the present Church as they see it. Most of the-Freshmen'Females would^remain
Of the remaining, would change denominations while 7%. would
not join any denomination. This is one fourth of the group in onposi-
tion. I'-Jhen one comes to the Senior class, 595 of the Senior Thales would
remain in their present denomination. Observation of the Senior Males
show that 305 would change while 115 would not join any.denomination.
This m'.ans that I4I5 are dissatisfied. The Senior Females were more
reserved with 705 remaining in their present denomination. There were
no Senior Females who would not join any church. This latter is the
most encouraging aspect of the study. At least, these Seniors will trjr
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to find their places in other groups within the Christian Church. There
is still the MUfMir of this seething unrest creeping fortji to occupy at
least a fourth of the students at the Methodist College.
In the conversations with the students on both campuses, this ques-^
tion was one of the main topics of discussion. The tenor of thought
centered around the church’s non-involvement in the affairs of the com¬
munity. The minister and the church appeared to be living on the eilge
of the community. The minister and the church appeared to be more in¬
terested in coming forth on Sunday with a few pious statements, often
irrelevant to the demands of the people. One student said, "Prayer is
okay but it will not help the hungry nor will it help the man with a
real problem he must face every day." Another student said, "The build¬
ing is closed six days and the mini..ter comrs in on Sunday andphoUers
the people into feeling gooa. After they return home, this feeling is
gone ana their problems are still there." One student compared the
church to alcohol when he said, "The Charch is just like whiskey. The
man gets filled and drifts into a state of 'escand." Ohen he recovers,
he still doesn’t have a job, his family is hungry, and he's still re¬
sponsible for them. The spiritual intoxication rubs off ana the hang¬
over is vors# than before he took the drink." Strong and strange lan¬
guage but the feelings of these students demand the attention of the
church. Others spoke of the many churches in a small area sapping all
of the resources from the people ana giving them very little in return.
One student spoke of the Church’s teachings being outdated, "Much of
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what, the Church emphasizes is twenty years behind the times, here
in feollege hear of great theological issues. ¥e hear of concern for
people. When we go to our home churches, the minister is still talk¬
ing about the sins of drinking and dancing. How does he expect to keep
the young people when most of what he says is driving, them away from
the church, I want to remain in the church but I'm changing ray denom¬
ination so I can adjust my understanding of life to an understanding
or religion that is more uo to date.”
Wliile one might argue with the students at many points along this
discourse, it is important to listen for the reasons behind their argu¬
ments. It might be well to seek the cause of their dissatisfaction and
eliminate this. At the same time, one should direct their thinking to¬
ward the ideals of the Church which are above and beyond those ideals
of that buildinr thejroeo^idider to be the PChurch**.
Going behind the scenes in this question, there is ^n apparent fact
that the students are seeking ".structure” and "status" in their desire
to change denominations. The majority of students desiring to change
came out of "non-structured" churches. They desire to be a part of some¬
thing that has form, litur;y, a set of teachings, and a time for doing
evemv’bhlng. They want to be a part of a religious group whose ideas
challenge them and whose church affords a status symbol. The fSliurches
most mentioned as the ones the students desired to change to were:
Roman Catholic, Episcopal, and Presbjd^erian, The churches from which
the students want to change were mostl.y Bay^tist and a few Methodist.
^9
In Table XIX, "The persons who do not accept Jesus Christ as their
personal savior are eternally lost." The students at the Congre.^ational
College were less inclined to accept this statement than those at the
Methodist College.
The Freshmen Male students at the Congregational College had no
students strongly agreeing and 22;o agreeing while 28';i disagreed and 22^'
strongly disagreed. Some 8^ of the Freshmen Females strongly agree- and
23/^ agree' with the statement while disagreed and 6ff. strongly dis¬
agreed. On the Senior class level, no Seni.or "ale strongly agreed and
only agreed wtile 26^ disa reed and 37,"^ strongly disagreed. Of the
Senior Females \x% stron.ly agreed and 13.S agreed, to the statement while
31;? disagreed and 21% strongly disa.gree"' with the statement.
At the Methodist College more Freshmen agreed with this statement
than either the Freshmen at the Congregational College or the Seniors
at the Methodist College. Of the Freslvtien Flales 12% strongly agreed and
16^ agreed while disagreed and 10;? strongly disagreed. There were
23^ of the Freslimen Females strongly agreeing and 27^ agreeing while
12,'? disagreed and 8;? strongly disa reed with the statement. The Sen¬
ior class at the .lethodist College agreed with the statement less than
the Freshmen at the Methodist College but ^rore than the Seniors at the
Congregational College. The Senior Males had 3,? stronglj^ agreeinr: and
V~>% agreeing while 29e disagreed and 18;? strongly disagreed with the
statem'^:nt. Observing the Senior Females 3/? strongly agreed with the
statement and 19;? agreed while disagreed and strongly disagreed
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with the statement.
Attitudes which reflect decisions based on religious teachings
convey the ability or inability of the student to relate to his
everyday activities the decisions demanding this depth of meaning.
In Tables XX - XXVI the students are recorded as they convey through
their actions the manner in which they relate themselves to their
fellow Students and those ideals they have received from their
religious training.
In Table XXjwhere one finds a fellow student intoxicated on
campus, the reaction of the students at both colleges reflect their
desire either to help the student avoid such action again or the
desire to attend to their own business and leave his alone. Very few
students were led to report the incident to the proper authorities.
This humanitarian gesture of helping him avoid such actions again
s^Sisas not from the desire to be helpful but from the desire to have
this same treatment accorded to them if they should be the victim
of drink at some later time. As one student put it, "1*11 rub your
back this time and you rub mine later." "This implied," says Jacob,
"that American students tend to value self injyerests first, then
social acceptance, friendship and moral principles in that order,
13
when they are in conflict."
The Congregational College recorded the following: No Freshmen
Males would report the incident to the proper authorities, hli% would
help him avoid such action again, 17^ were not sure what they would do.
13
Philip Jacob, op. cit., p. 23.
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of the Freshmen Females would report the incident to the authorities,
50^ would help him avoid such action apain, 10'^' would accept him as
one of the fellot-Ts, 21^ would attend to their own business, and Hit were
undecided ■ what to do. In the Senior Class, neither vroup would re¬
port the incident to the orooer authorities. There were 32- of the
Senior Fales who would help him avoid such action arain, 32^ would at¬
tend to their own 'ousiness and 10^ were undecided on TJhat action to take.
Of the Senior Females 2y/D would help him avoid such action a^ain, u%
woulo. accept him as one of tne feliOTjs, u3% would aiiend to their own
business and ly/^ were unsure about their course of action. There is
a tendency for the Senior Males to accept such a student as "one of the
fellows" and Senior iemales to "attend to their business and leave his
alone."
The Methodist College recorded the following views: No Freslimen
■■'ales would report the student to the authorities, h2f> would help him
avoid such action happening again, 3% would accept him as one of their
fellows, 29^ would attend to their business and leave his alone, and
were undecided as to ■'■c' at the’’" woul^ do. Of t?ie Freshmen Females
action
IT would report such/to the nroner authorities, ^1% would helo him a-
void such action again, 3% would accept him as one of the fellows, 215
would attend to their own business, and 2U5 didn't know what they would
action
do. On the Senior level, 3% of the Senior I'iales wo .Id report such/to
the proper authorities, 535 would help him avoid such action again, 9%
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would accept him as one of the fellotis, 2h% wojld attend to their own
business and 11^ x^ere u^^sure what thej'-'d do. The Senior Females re¬
corded who would report the incident, L8^ would helc him, avoid such
action a,-'ain, none would accept him as one of the fellows, 25^ would
attend to their business and 22^? were undecided as to their course of
action
action. The Senior hales would help him avo:ld such/happening a-'ain
while the Senior Females would attend to their business and leave his
alone.
It is evident that few students would follow the proper procedure
and report the incident. More students would report the incident at
the Methodist College than those at the Congregational College. The
Congregational College students were more crone to accept the student
as one of the fellows than the Methodist College students. Both col¬
leges are about even in att’nding to their own business and leaving o-
ther's alone. The I'^ethodist College students were more undecided on
their course of action than the stu’ents at the Congregational College.
Closely related to this was the reaction of the students to the
statement "There is nothing wrong with social drinking." Table XXI
shows these results.
The Congregational College recorded 28^ of its Freshmen Males
strongly agreeing with the statement and 55/^ agreeing while 11^ of the
Freshmen Females strongly agreed and h0% agreed. On the Senior class
level, 53^ of the Senior Males strongly agreed and 32^ agreed with the
statement while 26% of the Senior Females strongly agreed and $6% agreed.
6k
The Methcxiist College recorded l6% of its Freshmen Males strongly
agreeing and ^2% agreeing while 11^ of the Freshmen Females stror^ly
agreed and kk% agreed, “^he Seniors had 33% of the Males strongly agree¬
ing and agreeing while the Senior Females had 12% strongly agreeing
and ^P^iStgrealngw ')
More students at the Congregational College agreed with the state¬
ment than "the Methodist College, '^he largest group which was Txndecided
was the Freshmen Females at the Congregational College. The second largest
vmdecided group was the Senior Females at ^he Methodist College.
On the subject of cheating, the majority of students at both col¬
leges were in agreement that most college students would cheat on an
exam if they were sure ofi not being caught. Jacob pointed this out in
his study when he said, "The chinks in the moral armor of American students
are most obvious to cheating. . . Frequent cheating is admitted by k0%
or more at a large nmber of colleges, with often no apology or sense
of wrong doing.Table XXII records the facts for this study.
Of the Freshmen Males at the Congregational College, 33% strongly
agreed and kh% agreed while 18^ of the Freshmen Females strongly agreed
and 26% agreed with this statement. The Senior Males had 26% who strong¬
ly agreed and hZ% who agreed while kl% of the Senior Females strongly agreed
and 29% agreed to the statement.
Of the Freshmen Males at ttsft Methodist College, k^% strongly a-
^Philip Jacob, op. cit., p. 23.
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greed to the statemeat and 28% agreed while 5l% of the Freshmen Females
strongly agreed and 29% agreed. Of the Senior Males 21^ strongly agreed
and hh% agreed while 21^j of the Senior Females strongly agreed and U?^®
agreed to the statement.
More students at the Methodist College thought most students would
cheat than the students at the Congregational College.
After deciding that mos^ students would cheat, the statement then
became oersonal and said, "I would cheat on my exam if I knev; I wouldn’t
get caught." tJhere the first was a general statement this latter is
more specific and personal. Table ZXIII records the findings on this.
The Congregational College lists the following; The Freshmen Malesj
6% strongly agreeing, 35^ agreeing, 11/^ undeci^'^d, 22^ disagreeing and
22^ strongly disagreed. The Freshmen Females^ 2% strongly agreeing,
35^ agreeing, 2k% undecided, 3% disagreeing, 8% strongly disagreed.
The Senior Males| 31»5> strongly agreeing, agreeing, 16;^ undecided,
16% disagreeing and 31*5^ strongly disagreed. Senior FemaleS| 6% strong¬
ly a;greeing, 3h% agreeing, 31% undecided, 6'% disagreeing and 23^ strong¬
ly disagreed.
The Methodist College was seen as follows: The Freshmen Malesj
15''? strongly agreeing, 15^ agreeing, 32^ undecided, 29% disagreeing and
9% strongly disagreed. Freshmen Feraales| 17$ strongly agreeing, 3h% a-
greeing, 3h% undecided, 9% disagreeing and 6%c strongl'' disagreed. '
Senior Males| 9%- strongly agreeing, 3%% agreeing, 3%% undecided, 15^
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greeing, 10^ agreeing, 31% undecided, l8}o disagreeing and 28% strong¬
ly disagreed.
VJhile it is apparent that everyone feels t'lat most college stu¬
dents would cheat, it is evident that the students consider themselves
to be excentions in that they will not cheat themselves. This follows
the basic thinking of students brought oi’.t injjtacob Report. The
Senior Females at the Congregational College, the Freshmen Females at
the Methodist College and the Senior Males at the i’ethodist College
feel that they would cheat on exams. The final results are closely
due to the large percentage of persons undecided in each grouo. This
undecided group can be persuaded either way and thus they can turn bal¬
ance of povjer in either direction.
Another campus problem demanding decisions based on one's reli¬
gious background and thinking deals with pre-marital ssxual relations.
Table XX-lT recorded the students reaction to the statement, "premari¬
tal sexual relations are now accepted by most young couples as per¬
missible."
The Congregational College recorded 27% of the Freshmen Male stron
ly agreeing, 6l,* agreeing, 6% disagreeing and 6% strongly disagreeing
with this statement while the Freshmen Females were recorded with 21%
strongly agreeing, k2% agreeing, 18^ undecided, 8^ disarreeing and 11^
strongly disagreeing. The Senior Males had 16% strongly agreeing, k7%
agreeing, 21% undecided 16% disagreeing and none strongly disagreeing,
while the Senior Females had 12,^ strongly agreeing, 63% agreeing, 1$%
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undecided, 6% disagreeing and U% strongly disagreeing.
The Methodist College recorded the Freshmen ilales with 19^ strong¬
ly agreeing, U8^ agreeing, 12^ undecided, 11% disagreeing and \x%
strongly disagreeing while the Freshmen Females had 16% strongly agree¬
ing, \xl% agreeing, 12^ undecided, litF disagreeing, and 11^^^ strongly dis-
disagreeing. The Senior class recorded the Males with 21^ strongly a-
gree, hh% agreeing, 21,undecided, 115^ disagreeing, and 3% strongly dis¬
agreeing while the Senior Females recorded 13% strongl.y agr-eing, %0%
agreeing, 20^ undecided, 1%% disagreein.'^ and 2;l strongly disagreeing.
The majority of students at
both, colleges feel that premarital sexual relations are now ac¬
cepted by young couples as permissible, ilth exception of the Senior
Hales, the students at the Congregational College were more of this o-
pinion than the Methodist College. The Freshmen Males at both colleges
were more of this opinion supporting the statement than the Senior Hales
at both colleges.
Table JjN is another move from the general to the specific, from
what others would do to what would you do. This table records th ■ stu¬
dents? reaction to the personal statement, "I would indulge in premari¬
tal sexual relations."
The Congrerational College recorded the foll.oi’iing answers: The
Freshmen ilales had 33% stronglp- agreeing, %>%% agreeing, 6% undecided,
and 6% disagreeing while the Freshmen Females had 6^ strongl;/ agreeing,
11/5 agreeing, Ul^ undecided, 2]'S disagreeing and 18^5 strongly disagree¬
ing. On the Senior Class level, there were of the Senior Males
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strongly agreeing, k2% agreeing, undecided, and 5^ strongly dis¬
agreeing while 10^ of the Senior Females strongly agreed, h7% agreed,
21% were undecided, 12% disagreed, and 10% strongly disagreed.
The Methodist College recorded the following:: The Freshmen
Males had 3h% strongly agreeing, \x9% agreeing, 13% undecided, 1%
disagreeing and 3% strongly disagreeing while 6% of the Freshmen
Females strongly agreed, 2k% were undecided, 11^ disagreed, and 27%
strongly disagreed. In the Senior Class, 18^ of the Males strongly
agreed, ^8% agreed, 13% were uncertain, 6% disagreed, and 3% strong¬
ly disagreed while 17% of the Senior Females strongly agreed, 33%
agreed, 32% were undecided, 13% disagreed, and 3% strongly disagreed.
More students at the Congregational College agreed with the
statement than at 'the Methodist College, ^here were more Freshmen
Females at the Methodist College agreeing with the statement than
Freshmen Females at the Congregational College. The Freshmen Males
at %e Methodist College ,were prone to agree with the statement
more than the Senior Males. The Freshmen Females at both colleges
were the only groups that did not give a majority supporting the
statement. Ihe Senior Females at both colleges recorded fJOty per¬
cent or more of their number agreeing with the statement.
One additional observation needs a moment of analj^is. In all
four Female groups studied, there was a range from 21% to hl% who were
undecided as to agreeing or disagreeing with the statement. This group,
, from one fifth to nearly one half, is susceptible and can swing the find-
ings of the table in either direction depending on their final decision.
The largest group of undecided persons were the Freshmen Females at the
Congregational College. It is interesting to observe that the Senior
Females at the Methodist College have the same percentage of undecided
persons as the Freshmen Females, while at the Congregational College
the Senior Females had a smaller percent of their number undecided when
compared with the Freshmen Females at their college.
The writer did not go into detail regarding the Ilale students at
either college for their answers were the kind one would expect from
I'lale students. There was nothing unusual to prompt additional obser¬
vation beyond the presentation of the facts. It is also apparent that
most young people consider premarital sexual relations permissible*
They could agree with the statement that they too would indulge. The
doable standard of a thing being accepted by others but not when one
is specifically involved is not evident here.
Pltdriui:Sorokitt,, writing in 195b, saw the sexual mores in Merica
changing. Ceeking to inform and caution his readers, Sorokin wr6te
the following which has some relationship tn the facts presented here.
V/e are completely surrounded by the rising tide of sex
which is flooding- everj corapartment of our cult'ure, ererj sec¬
tion of our social life. Unless we develop an inner immuni¬
ty against these libidinal forces, we are bound to be con¬
quered bg the continuous pressure of a gigantic army of om¬
nipresent ^ex stimuli. . . .
Born into this erotogenic enviroiviient, and often reared
without the discipline of counteracting moral imperatives
of "thou shalt" and "thou shalt not," an increasing number
of youths and adults' folloxij the line of least resistance
and satisfy their disinhii.ited urges whenever and wherever
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the opportunity presents itself.
Cautioned by many persons about including the statement found in
Table 1X71, the writer sought to discern just how the student would
react to such a controversial proposal. It was felt that this subject
was discussed in private sessions and hiding behind a pious face of
embarrassment X'jould not provide the answers to how the students would
react. They reacted to the question with more maturity than some a-
dults. vJhile the majority of students disagreed with the statement,
it was interesting to note the number who either agreed or who were
uncertain about this statement.
l.fhen this statement is seen in relationship to the fact that most
students agreed with the statement, "I would indulge in premarital sex¬
ual relations," the implications were disturbing, from 8^ to 22^ of
the students believed that an abortion is the most reasonable alterna¬
tive, to social disgrace. Another to 31;^" were undecided on this
issue. Is it possible that if pregnancy should occur from these per¬
sons having engaged in sexual relations nearly one-fourth of them would
turn to an abortion rather tlian to face social disgrace?
At the Gongre;,ational College, there was the same percentage of
Females in both the Freshmen and Senior clasaes who agreed with the
statement. The Females at the i'ethodist College, less inclined to ac¬
cept the statement than those at the Congregational College, had the
Seniors less inclined than the Freshmen to accept the statement. The
Senior Hales at the Methodist College were more inclined to accept the
15 ;Pitirim Sorokin, The American Sex Revolution, (Boston: Porter
Sergent Publishers, 19^6), p. 5U«
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statement than the Freshmen Hales. At the Con. regational College,
the Senior Ilales were less inclined to accept the statement than the
Freshmen Males, Tlie largest group supporting the statement were the
Freshmen Males at the Congregational College. There were fewer Sen¬
ior Females at the Congregational College who were undecided than Fresh¬
men Females. The opposite is true at the Methodist College where more
Senior Females were undecided than Freshmen Females. Fewer Female Sen¬
iors at the Method-^,s+ Colle.ge disagreed with the statement when com¬
pared to the Freshraen Females. At the Congregational College, more
Senior Females opposed the statement than Freslimen Females.
Table XXVII records the students reaction to the statement, "A-
merican Colleges shoulc’ place more emphasis on developing religious
attitudes among their students." Uith the exception of the Senior
iiales at the Congregational College, the majority of students at both
colleges agreed with the statement. The Senior Male students at the
Methodist College, with 32-' undecided, gave only an 8% majority to
those supporting the statement. In all groups questioned, the Seniors
were less inclined to agree with the statement than the Freshmen. The
Females at both colleges are more inclined to agree with the statement
than their Kale counterparts.
"College students today are more interested in security and t’ley
don't care or wont to take risks." The reactions of the students to
this statement are recorded in Table XXVIII. ’■ith the exception of
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deats agreed with the statement. Fewer Senior Hales at the Congrega¬
tional College agreed with the statement than Freshmen ‘'Tales. There
were fewer Senior Females at the Hethodist College agreein^^ with the
statement than Freshmen leniales. The Senior Feraales at the Congre¬
gational College and the Senior Males’ at the Methodist College record¬
ed an increase over their Freshmen counterparts at their schools. To¬
day's student does appear to be more int'^rested in security and doesn'
want to take risks. This is the majorit;'- opinion of the students at
both colleges.
In Table XXIX, "College .rad'aates are less religious than before
they came to college." Only the Senior Males at the Congregational
College failed to give a majority of their students supporting this
statement. At the xiethodist College, only the Senior I'lales gave a
majority supporting the statement. More Senior Females at the Congre¬
gational College supported the statement than Freshmen Females. There
were more Senior Males at the Methodist College agreeing with the
statement than Freshmen Hales. The Freshmen Females at the Methodist
College were equally divided between agreeing and disagreeing with
the statement. The Freshmen Class at, both Colleges had bet-ween %.%
and of their number uncertain while the Seniors at both Colleges
had between 2$% and 325 uncertain. One can only conclude that it ap¬
pears unc-ertain as to w' ether college graduates are less religious
than before they came to college. The evidence in this study is about
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a finding.
Table }D0[ is an attemot to describe the impact of the student’s
total experience in college as it relates to religion. This was con¬
sidered the key question within the questionnaire. After all had
been said about value judgments, and when the real question is posed,
what would the student say about his college experiences as they made
an impact on his religion or his being "religious"?
At the Congregational College, S% of the Freshmen Males felt that
their college experiences strengthened those positive religious values
they brought with them; 33^ felt that college had weakened their posi¬
tive attitudes and beliefs; 6% saw a restatement of their beliefs in
a more tenable religious philosophy of life; felt that college had
little or no effect on their religious beliefs. iJhen one adds those
who felt college had weakened their beliefs with those who saw little
or no effect of college on their religious beliefs, there are 88^ of
the Freshmen Males at the Congregational College with a negative feel¬
ing about religio', as it relates to their college experiences. Col¬
lege life has failed to help these m of the Freshmen Males to a more
meaningful and wholesome experience.
The Freshmen Female students at the Congregational College re¬
corded feeling tlaat college strengthened religious beliefs brought
with them; felt college strengthened skeptical attitudes; 31^ had
their positive attitudes weakened; 3h% felt that college had helped
restate their beliefs in amore tenable religious philosophy of life;
TABLE
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1% felt that coUere had destroyed all their religious beliefs; and
l8,t felt that college had little or no effect on their religious be¬
liefs. There are over half of the Freshmen Females who feel that their
total college experience has weakened or had little or no effect on
their religious beliefs.
The Senior llale students at the Congregational College recorded
S% believing that college strengthened those skeptical attitudes they
brought with than; l6;t saw a weakening of their positive attitudes
and beliefs; felt that college restated their beliefs in a more
tenable philosophy of life; saw their college experiences having
destroyed all their religious beliefs; and 26% felt that college had
no
had little or/effect on their religious beliefs. The Senior Males
were less inclined to discredit their college experiences as these
relate to religion. A combined total of ^3% saw some positive merits
of their college experiences on their religious beliefs. The majori¬
ty is still small when one considers that k7% saw their college ex¬
having
periences having weakened og^had little or no effect on their reli¬
gious beliefs.
The Senior Female students at the Congrejational College record¬
ed who felt that college strengthened those positive values brought
with them, 12% saw their college experiences strengthening those skep¬
tical beliefs; 21% felt that college had weakened their positive be¬
liefs; 31% saw college helping to restate their beliefs in a more ten¬
able religious philosophy of life; 6%, felt that college had destroyed
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their religioas beliefs; and 26$ felt that college had little or no
effect on their religious beliefs. Over half of the Senior Females
felt that college had wakened or had little or no effect on their
i^llgious beliefs. There wre li3$ of the Senior Females vho saw
some positive value in their college educational experience.
With the exception of the Senior Males at the Congregational
Collegey the other students felt that their college life had either
weakened or had little or no effect on their religious beliefs. One
might e:i^ct Freshmen to feel this waj, but when Seniors are of this
opinion it becomes dangerous. The Seniors will be leaving the insti<»
tdtlon to take their places in the larger society and much of what
they learn in college will be taken with them into their jobs, homes,
and total life e:q>erlences. Soroe^ere the students are not being
given the spiritual enlightenment equal to their other intellectual
achievements at the Congregational College.
On the brighter side, fewer Seniors reported a weakening of
their beliefs when conpared with the Freshmen at the Congregational
College. There were also fewer Senior Males reporting that college
had little or no effect on their religious beliefs than Freshmen
Males. The Senior Males also reported more students having their
religious beliefs restated in a more tenable religious philosophy
of life than did the Freshmen Males. Both Senior groups reported
that college strengthened those skeptical beliefs more than did their
Freshmen counterparts. The Senior Females reported fewer persons
seeing their college experience restating their beliefs in a more
tenable religious philosophy of life than did the Freshiwn Females.
There were more Senior Females, at the Congregational College, >4io felt
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that college ha:' destroyed their religious beliefs than Freshmen Fe¬
males.
The liethodist College reported t'ne following results when the ques¬
tion of the effect of the college experiences on their religious be¬
liefs were asked: The Freshmen males had l,j who believed that college
had strengthened those positive religious values they brought vjith themj
9/t’ felt tha':'. college strengthene'.' those sceptical attitudes; 9;^ saw
a weakening of their positive attitudes as a res.lt. of college;
felt college had helped restate their beliefs in a more tenable reli¬
gious ohilosophy of life; 23.- sao college destroving their religious
beliefs; and 13/0 felt that college had little or no effect on their
religious beliefs. There were over half of the Freshmen males who saw
some positive; -ood from their college experience as it related to their
religion. However the ma.iorit/ is small for \\.^% saw a negative impact
of their college experiences on their reli.eious beliefs.
The Freshmen "^emales a+ the I-iet’-odist College recorded l6g who
saw their colie e experiences s'-ren thenin^ thiose positive religious
values they brought with them; lO;"^ felt college had strengthened those
skeptical beliefs; 10'^ saw a weakenin of their beliefs; 27/^ felt that
college had helped restate their beliefs in a more tenable religious
philosophy of life; l;b reported college destroying their beliefs; and
'^6% felt that college had had little or no effect on their religious
beliefs. "Tie majorit’- of '"reshmen '^emales saw a positive influence
of their college experiences on their religious beliefs. The major-
ity is again small for saw a ner:ative impact of college on their
reli'gious beliefs.
The Senior Males recorded 20% who felt that college hati strength¬
ened those positive religious values the" brought with them; l^e saw
college strengthening those skeptical beliefs thej-' had brought with
them; 1?^ saw a weakening of their beliefs from their college experi¬
ences; 15/3 saw college restatin,^ their beliefs in a more tenable re¬
ligious philosoohy of life; %% felt colle.g-' destroyed their religious
beliefs: and 30;"' saw little or no 'f’f'ect of their college e^-’periences
on their religious beliefs. This group is split down the middle with
$0% on each 'ide. Half of the students saw some positive value in
their college experiences effecting their religion and half saw a n^-
j^tive effect. This, again is tragic when one considers that these
are Seniors who will be taking their places in the world upon gradu¬
ation, College has failed to help half of them make the adjustraent
religiously as it has intellectually.
The Senior Females at the Methodist College dascrlbed their col¬
lege eroeriences T-dth 8,'6 having their positive religious values strengt
ened; having their skeptical attitudes strengthened; 7,' feeling
that college had weakened their positive at’itudes and beliefs;
saw a restating of their beliefs in a more tenable religious philoso-
ohy of life; and who felt that college . had little or no effect
on their religious beliefs, "^he majority of Senior ^^emal'^s saw a neg¬
ative Impact of their college expediences on their religious beliefs.
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There were I|.8p who saw some positive good in their experiences. This
is also tragic for these are not only graduating Seniors but these are
the persons who will do a great deal in training the generations of
tomorrow. These are the mothers of the future as well as the backbone
of the churches in the future. The college has failed greatly to
counteract the threat to religion irrposed bj'- those who would take in¬
telligence ^ as '4 means toward removing the great "Truths" of reli¬
gion.
The Methodist College records its Seniors seeing little or no ef¬
fect of college on religion more than its Freslmrien. There were also
fewer Seniors xiiho saw coUe;-:© destro^rinr all their religious beliefs
as compared I’ith the Freshmen. The Senior llales felt that their posi¬
tive religious values and their skeptical values were strengthened
more than the Freshmen Males. The Senior Females felt that a restate¬
ment of their beliefs in a more tenable religious philosophy of life
was more in evidence than the Freshmen Females. The small percentage
between the negative and positive influence in the Freshmen years fin¬
ally gave way to the position of negative in the Senior year.
This section has shown what college experiences have meant to
these stndents. It has shown that somex^ihere there appears to be a
"soiritual lag" within these church-related colleges. Dr. Kenneth I.
Brown saw something of this hapoening in American higher education in
19$U when he wrote. Not Finds Alone. His words are aopro po here for
challenging the colleges for the task ahead:
The way ahead can start from our church-related colleges
and those independent colleges which are free to experiment.
There is room for a larger me9Si.u?e of Christian education, in
most of these institutions than on'' commonly finds. If the
members of the administrative staff will C'rry the burden of
creative leadership, if the facult-- men and women will accept
the terrible responsibility" of the teacher, if the studentslby
at least a slight majority are those who would gladly learn,
then some excitiny and most significant ventures ma^- be "'.ade
in an education that is trulm God-centered.
Following almost in the same vein of thought, ierrimon Cuningglrn quotes
Plenry rlacCracken, former Pre.adent of Lafayette Colleye:
Someway, some hovj, some where, as we take stock for the
future of America, we must ruake provisions for that ideal
college, where knowledge shall be exact and complete, char¬
acter robust and gracious, and Christianity not only a wel¬
come guest, but the ruling spirit within its walls.
These men have said it well for if four years on a church related camp¬
us has had little or no effect on a student's religious beliefs, what
justifies the college being "Church-F.elated"?
^^.Kenneth I. Brown, Not 'linds Alone, (N-w '^ork: Harper and
Brothers, 195U), p. 190.
17Kerrimon Cuninc-gira, The College Seeks Religion, (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 19U7), P»
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CHAPTER V
TOTAL FRESmPH'T AND SENIOR RE^CT^IONS TO CERTAIN CAMPUS PROBLEMS
Much has been written about morality on the college campuses.
The issues of drinking, honesty, and sex are main topics of discussion
among ar^^ group of college students. In this final chapter, the col¬
lege results vjill be ccobined to give the total Freshmen and total Sen¬
ior reaction to some of tiie probleias which call forth a decision eased
on moral choices.
The Freshmen, when confronted with the statement that most stu¬
dents would cheat on exams, gave the followin' beliefs: Ul% strongly-
agreed with -the statement, 30^ agreed, 12S' were uncertain, IP/i disa¬
greed, and strongly disagreed. The Seniors, though believing most
students would cheat, were less forceful in their beliefs than the
Freshmen, There vjere 28% of the Seniors who strongly agreed with the
statement, UO;^ agreed, 12% were uncertain, 11% disagreed, and 9% strong¬
ly disagreed.
There was a 8% decrease in the number of students agreeing with
the statement on the Senior level and a 35 i''crease in disagreeing with
the statement. Though this percents e is small, it reflects a slight
change on the part of the Seniors. This change or trend points to the
less
belief that Seniors are/likely to say that most students would cheat;
\ ■<
'v/. - V *
When it came to asking the personal question, "VJould you chea
the Freshmen reacted with 135 strongly agreeing that thej^ would cheat.
Figure VI
Mc>s '(■ Collets S'Tac/ert■I'i
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29% agreed, 30%, were uncertain, 20%o disa reed, and 870 strongly disa¬
greed. The Seniors, again, reacted less forcefulljirl thaai thSjI’reshinQn,
In the Senior classjpSj there were 10^ who strongly agreed with the "■
statement, 22% agreed, 32^ were uncertain, 1I|.^ disagreed and 22%
strongly disagreed. Miile there were 2% more Seniors uncertain as to
their personal conduct in cheating, there were 3%° less who strongly
agreed and 1% less who agreed. This meant that most of the Seniors
were in disagreement with the statement though there was a 6% decrease
in seniors disagreeing. The total difference was 8^ more of the Sen¬
iors were in disagreement with the problem of honesty as compared with
the Freshmen.
T’ihile it was apparent that there were a number of students agree¬
ing that cheating was an everyday occurance in collegiate circles,
there was also an indication that Seniors were less prone to believe
in cheating and would not, in comparison with the Freshmen, cheat as
much. The problem of honesty and cheating is embedded in the quest
for security. The Freshmen is less secure as he faces four years of
uncertainty. The Senior has passed through these four years and though
there is an uncertainty of tiie post-collegiate years, the Seniors are
less likely to be caught up in the uncertainty of collegiate life.
The problem of drinking on campus leads to intoxication on the
part of some students. Vflien intoxication occured, the reaction of the
Freshmen and Seniors differs slightly. The reaction of the Freshmen
to finding a student intoxicated on campus was: 1%, would see that the
wlsV OJC.U.IJ you Jo if you J 86a
felloa 'toky.uM on Co„pusl
men Sc
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proper authorities are notified, )i6^ ^jould help avoid such action a-
gain, 8^ would accept the student as one of the fellows, would
attend to their own business and leave the student's alone, and IP^
weren't sure what course of action they would take. The Seniors, on
the other hand, reacted with 2,0 reporting the incident to the proper
authorities, h0% would help the stute.it avoid such actions again, ll/s
would accept him as one of ohe fellows, Ul^j would attend to theiP
business and leave the student alone, and 1^% were not sure what
tl ey would do.
The majority of Seniors would attend to their business while
the majority of Freshmen would helo the student avoid such action again.
The complacency of the Seniors toward a situation calling forth a moral
decision is followed with the second highest percentage wanting to help
the student avoid such ac+ions again, ^s w.^s stated earlier, this must
be understood in light of the code of the campus, "You help me this
time. I'll heln you next time." The Freshmen ranked the complacent
attitude of attending to their business and leaving the student's alone
as their second choice. It Ls a'iparent, in passing, that one percent
more Seniors would report the incident than the Freshmen.
At the bottom of this moral problem there is the problem of au¬
thority. Ualdo Beach states that this authority is "not what is the
right or wrong bu^^ who declares what is right and wrong. In short.
it turns into a theological problem of who is lord.''^^
The student responds to moral decisions based on a justification by
adjustment rather than justification by faith. Ke is greatly "Other-
directed", --9 to use a phrase of David Riesman, The response of the
student to a given situation is made in light of what others will say
or do about the situation.
On the subject of premarital sexual relations, the Freshmen and
the Seniors are about even in their a-'reement with the statement that
premarital sexual relations are accepted by most young peoole as per¬
missible. There wer:, in the Freshmen classes, 19^ who strongly agreed
with the statement, U7% agreed, 12'o were uncertain, 13^ disagreed, and
9% strongly disa -reed. In the Senior classes, there wore ']S% who stron
1'^ agreed, S'^% agreed, 19/0 were uncertain, 12;© disagreed and 2% strong¬
ly disagreed. Though, among the Seniors, there was a U;? decrease in
the number of persons strongly agreeing with the statement and a
increase among those agreeing when compared with the Freshmen, the
combined agreement with the statement has 62^ of the Seniors and
of the Freshmen. This is an overall total decrease of h.% among the
Seniors when compared with the Freshmen. On the other hand, there were
Jp more Seniors who were uncertain than Freshmen.
l^i^aldo Reach, Conscience On Camous (New York: Association
Press, 1955), p. 2"^.
^^David Riesman, The Lonely Crowd (New Haven: Yale University
Press, r^53)# P» 37.
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V/hen the question of personal involvement in premarital sexual
relations was presented, an unusual observation was noted. There is
a marked increase in the number of versons agreeing with the statement
who are Seniors as compared with the Freshmen. There was a total of
hh% of the Freshmen agreeing with the statement that they would in¬
dulge in premarital sexual relations. The total for the Seniors was
62%.
The total Freshmen reaction to this ;otatement had 1'^%, strongly
agreeing, 29% agreeing, 27% uncertain, 11^ disa-:reeing and 19% strong¬
ly disagreeing. The total Senior reaction was 19^ strongly agreeing,
h3% a '-reeing, 22% uncertain, lOp disagreeing, and 6%, strongly disagree¬
ing, The Seniors were more prone to admit that they would indulge in
premarital sexual relations that the Freshmen.
Somewhere in the four year- of college something had occured to
change the thinking of the Senior students. It might have been the
revolution of sex that has been going on in the larger society. One
can only speculate. One thing is sure and that is that the college,
to a large extent, reflects the society of which it is a part. There¬
fore, the Senior students, guided by both the "Oth'-r-directedness" and
the "Tradition-directedness" of the new are, have sought to become
"socialized" into the custcms of the new age. The Freshmen is proba¬
bly still in the process of "becoming" socialized. I^any of the Fresh¬
men's personal beliefs, based on earlier teachings, are still being




might speculate, they will reach certain "socialized" decisions. At
least one thing is sure, the present Seniors have stated their beliefs
They have shown that they agree with the statement that they would in¬
dulge in premarital sexual relations,
This has been an examination of some campus problems presented
in the present .Philip Jacob has this to say about college
students as one compares Freshmen with Seniors and it is a worthy
note to conclude this chapter with; "Students tended to shed diver¬
gent attitudes which they brought with them as they became 'socialized
00, cit,, o, UO
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CHilPTEE VI SmiiARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY
1. The majority of students at both colleces are affiliated with some
religious institution. The cry of "Godless Camouses" is unfounded
as far as religious affiliation is concerned,
2. The majority of students ar- Protestant Christians and the Baptists
are the largest group within this Protestant majority. vTien all
the branches of ' ethodism are combined, t^ey form the secjnd lar¬
gest Protestant body.
3. The d)enomination associated with and supporting the tfhurch-itelated
College is in a iriinority as far as student enrolli.aent is concerned.
Because of this fact, the denominations are Involved in the edu¬
cational development of any who come to its gates seeking knowledge.
. li. The majority of students have come from religious backgrounds.
Tholis early Primar;^ relationships were grounded in religious living.
5, Most of the students have rebelled against their religious back¬
ground. They have sought to express themselves in language that
they understand. In rebellinp against their religious bcockground,
the students were speaking out a~ainst the type of religious nar-
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rowness that they associate with certain earlier experiences.
6. VJhile the students' answers to questions about God, Christ, the
Church, the Bible, Salvation, Sin, and Iirinortality reflect their
conservative backgrounds in religion, there are elerients of cri¬
tical evaluation going on in the minds.of many students.
7. There is very little difference between the thinkinn; of the Fresh¬
men and the thinking of the Seniors at either college, bJhen the
difference oc urs it is more the 'roduct or" "socialisation” rather
than liberalization.
are
8. Therer/ differences between the ^'olleges. The hethubist, Collece
appearea to answer more traditionally than the Con.r're: ational Col¬
lege. riir. students at the Congregational College gave evidence
of being more expressive, more Free Thinkers than their counter¬
parts at the I'lethodist College.
9. The students at both colle.ys believed that cheating on exams and
premaritall sexual relations are now considered as permissible by
young people, bhile accepting the fact that most students would
cheat, the Senior students would not, themselves, cheat on exams.
The majority of Fr-^shmen ware more likely to cheat, oh-exams,
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10« On the natter of fremarital sexual relations, the Seniors, at
; both colleges were more prone to indulge in these relations
than the Freshnen. The majority of students in both the Freshmen
and Senior classes would Indulge in premarital sexual relations.
11. Among the Fx^shmen, there was evident the desire to help a fellow
student avoid such actions as becoming intoxicated on casq^us.
The Seniors would prefer to Ignore the person who is intoxicated.
Very few students, in either of the classes, would "inform" on
a fellow student.
12. College appeared to have little or no effect on the religious
life of most students at both colleges. At any rate, the positive




It is imper ti^'^’e that th-- cultural back::round of these students,
the Sitr Irn Lehen, be understood if a true oicture of their answers
are to be evaluated and understood. The majority of students, be¬
ing Negroes, come from conservative religious communities. The
facts herein have not revealed that a ''Godless" generation of col¬
lege stud-nts a^'e upon us. Instead, this •;tudy has shown that the
majority of students reco.^nize religion and are •S'S'OOla'ted T,jith it
in some form. This form is mostly that of Protestant Christianity.
Uithin the framework of Protestantism, the g;reat majority of stu¬
dents are members of the Baptist Church.
’■.Thile there is a reaction against "religion" as they have
been taught, there is an honest quest for a meaning of religion
that they can underst- nd. This is the aye of rebellion within the
socius. This is the age in which all ideas which will form the
base for future beliefs are formed. The students are searching
for the many meanings related to their existence. They reach out
and grasp whatever is presented, Tometimes these quests for the
"ultimates of life" lead 'hem to a greater appreciation of their
faith. At oth r times, there is a negative result of this quest.
Parents and friends in the conr unity have a marked influence
on the lives of these students. This influence may not provide
the student with what he expects. However, the influence is there
9B
for good or for worse. The parents are the most influencial as forces
for molding the students* liTes, The strength of the primary relation¬
ship of the family remains dominant as they develop into yotmg adnlts.
The students are not atheistic as many people would have One'ct>e~
lieve. There ^ a belief in God, However, this belief may not be simi¬
lar to what many other persons might think a belief in God would en¬
tail, This is understood in light of the quest for answers wherein
these students are involved. They are seeking to explain how and what
God means to them.
One could say the same thing about the other chxirch doctrines.
It is obvious that the students* understanding of the Bible, Christ,
the Church, Immortality, Salvation, and Sin mi^t be different from
that of a previous generation. At least these students are trying to
articulate their beliefs rather than to blindly accept them as some
others have done, ^his is a healthy sign for the Church as well as
the larger society.
Where they are called to make decisions based on their religious
teachings, these students do not carry that same articulation into
actual practice. In mai^ Instances, these students express the usual
"cognitive” ideas. However, the actual social practice of these ideas
is often missing. It interesting to note that while th^ have a unique
background', these students are not too different from the students
of other Institutions as reflected in the studies of such men as Jacob
and Hall
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Finally, this study can serve as a basis for a better under¬
standing of college youtha and their problems. It serves as a
springboard for the colleges and the larger conuiiunity to see just
hovj the students think. It does not matter how oaeiTeactS'-to.:what
they say, here is how they say it, liany of their ideis could pos¬
sibly be summed ue in a few statements. Yet, if one is to say
anything to these young people or give them assistance, a know¬
ledge of where they are, spiritually, is an indispensible ele¬
ment. Before the college can offer assistance, it must know where
its students are theologically as well as socially.
There appears to be objective evidence within this study to
show that four years in a church-belated College will not, by it¬
self, develop within the students a set of values. Osmosis will
not hanpen here any more than it will in any o’her educational
endeavor, ",'ith the proper guide lines, religiously speaking, the
college student car skate out on the academic ice, fall if he needs
to, and learn all the intricate moves necessar; for a well rounded
personality. Left to his own •'construe t^ the student is not aware
of the larger goal or telos and he spends his time groping around
the edges of life's offerings. At the conclusion of his college
experience, the student who has dared to skate out into new ideas
is better able to take his place wit’nin the larger society. The
student who has been fearful and who has groped in the safety of
the edges of life carries with him this unsure feeling as he stum-
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bles through life from one whijn to another.
Ordway Tead expressed this need for spiritual and social
values in this manner: ”Education and religion are inescapably
interdependent: education supplies the ’know how’ for undertaking
moral behavior^ religion supplies the dynamism for moral respon¬
sibility.”^^
The fruit of a College education is rich. It
must not and it cannot be allowed to perish on the vine. The col¬
lege, the church, and all who are concerned about this phase of
Liberal Education must stop and examine what is actually going on.
The modem college campus has been compared to a marketplace of
ideas, each having its own booth and hawking its wares. There is
missing the mifying element. The tragic result of this is that
many stxidents go through their four years of college and become
well equipped for their vocational choices without ever being
brought to consider seriously the most basic questions of life.
The attitudes and beliefs of the students within this study
have shown the collegiate setting on these two campuses. Where
does one go from here? Are these two colleges typical of the Negro
Church-Selated Sollege today? Are these two colleges typical of
21
Ordway Tead, To't^d First Principles In Higher Education.
(The Hazen Foundation Pamphlets), IJumber 19.
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©hurch-i',els ted Colleges X'jithout re':ard to race? These questions
are raised with the hope of initiating dialogue on the role of
the C'mrch-iSelated College today. If one is si'icere in the auest
for understanding the role of the Church anj college today, sor:e-
one must start providing answers, dod forbid if nothing is done.
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APPENDIX
"As I See It*”
Background Information: (Check one) (1) Male (2) Female
Classification: (3) F__ Freshman (Ij.) Senior
Religious Background: (5)^ Protestant (6) Roman Catholic
(7) other (please name) , ,
(8) Wot a member of any religious group.
If Protest and, check ^’•our
(1) A.M.E.(2)~A,II.E. Zion(3) Baptist
(^.) Church of Christ
(o) Church of Sod
denomination,
— Chiirch of G-od In Christ(7)_ c,M.E,(8)_^ Cumberland Presbyterian(9)_^ Episcopal1) Lutheran2The Methodist Church
(3) Presbyterian, U,S,
(1^) Presbyterian, U,S,A,(5)Primitive Baptist (6)_^ Seventh Bay Adventist7) United Church of Christ8United Presbyterian(9)___ Other, (please name)
I4., If you v/ere brought up under some religious influence,
has there been a pei’lcd in \7hich you reacted either
partially or wholly against what you \/ere taught?
(1) Yes (2) Wo (3) I don't know.
(Ip) Ihave had no religlous“Tnfluences in my home.
If, at any time, you have felt yourself living according
to your religious teachings, v/hat factor belov/ do you
recognize as the major contributing factor? (check one)(1) parental influence and tradition(2) personal influence of people other than parents(3) fear of insecurity
(4) sorroViT or bereavement
(^) a mystical experience (perhaps not fully understood;
(o) church teachings(7)_ aesthetic appeal
(8) studies in college
(9) I have never felt myself living according to any
religious teachings.
page 2
6. The Deity (Check the statenent \/liich nost nearly express¬
es your belief):
There is an infinite, vrise, omnipotent, creator of
the universe and of natural lav/s, v/hose protection
and favor may be supplicated through worship and
prayer.(2) There'is an infinitely intelligent and friendly
Being, vrorking according, to natural laws through
which he expressed his power and goodness. There
is the possibility of communication with the Deity
in the sense that prayer may at least affect o\xr
moral attitude tov/ard nature and toward our ovm
place in the scheme of things.(3) There is a vast, impersonal, spiritual sc urce or
principal throughout nat-ure and vrorking in man,
Incapable of being swayed throxxgh prayer,
(I4.) The only po\7er is natural lav;. There is neither a
personal creator nor an infinite Intellectual be¬
ing, nature is wholly responsible and indifferent
to man, natural law may be spoken of as "spiritual
force",(5)_^ The universe is merely a mechine, Han and nature
are creatures of Cause and Effect, All notions of
a Deity as intelligent being or as spiritual force
are fictions and prayer is a useless superstition,
(6) Because of our necessary ignorance in this^natter,“
I neither believe nor disbelieve in a God ,(7) Hone of these alternatives sufficiently resemble
my vlev;s v.'’hich are as follows:
pase 3
7* The Bible (Check one statement):
(T) A Divinely Inspired Book xrith everythins correct
as recorded.
Divinely Inspired Book v/ith everything as hear
correct as langm ge translations v/ill permit,
(3) A book containing a collection of literature and
hi story,
A great book of ethics and laws,
(b) A "partially Inspired" book containing'the "Blueprint"
of the proper way to live with mankind,
(o) An outdated book of superstitions and old maid’s tales,(7) A book I don’t understand and care less,
(8) A book I would describe as follows:
8, The Church (Check one):
The Church is the one sure and infallible foundation
of civilized life. It is the fellowship of believers
in salvation'thj^ough Jesus Christ,(2)____^ On the whole, the Church stands for the best in
human life although certain minor shortcomings and
errors are necessarily apparent in it, as in any
hiAnan institution,(3)_ The Church is the meeting place of a particular
group whose'actions are generated through their
ovm desires.
([l)____ V/hlle the Intentions of most indivli'Ual church
(Ij) members may no doubt'be good, the total influence
of the Church may be, on the v/liole, harmful,(5) The Church is 6f little real Influence in the lives
of many people, it is irrelevant to them.(6) Insufficient familiarity with the Church to express
an opinion,
(7) A different attitude v/hich I ejqpress as follovrs:
pa^e 1].
9« The person of* Christ ( Chech the vlev/ that best corresponds
to yonr ov;n attitude ):
Christ, as the Gospeld. state, shoiild be regarded as
Divine - the huimn incarnation of Dod,(2)_____ Christ should be regarded as a great prophet or teacher,(3) Christ v/as a human being, like you and me, \7ho lived
accorriing to the v/lll of God and was rewarded with
Divine sonship for such a life,
(M-) In all probability Christ never existed at all, but
is a mythical figure developed bj?- man to persuade
others to live according to some special teachings,
(5) A different attitude which is as follows;
10, Immortality (Check one):
I believe in personal immortality, that is, the
individual’s soul existing as a separate entity
after death,(2)^_^ I believe in re-incarnation, that is, the re¬
appearance of the soul in another body after death,(3) I believe in continual existence of the soul as a
part of the universal spiritual principal,
(I4.) I believe that a person's imiortallty resides in
his influence upon his children and upon social
institutions, that is, his memory will linger on
because of v/hat he did and who he touched,
(5) I do not believe in iinmortallty,
(6) Hone of these alternatives resemble my view as follnws:
11, Salvation means (check one):
(1) Going to heaven and escaping hell.(2)““ Peace and joy v/ith God through forgiveness of our sins.
(3) Power to live a new life in fellov/ship with God and man,
(ii.) The Integration and highest fulfillment of the self
in harmonious social relations,
(5) a different attitude as folloi/s:
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^2# Sin is (Check the viev/ that corresponds closest to yours)!
anti-religious acts stenihing from nan’s corrupt na¬
ture inherited from Adam,(2) anti-social conduct caused by isnorance or bad en¬
vironment,(3).^ a product of the evil created by God to tempt and
try man.^
a condition of self-centeredness and pride v/hich
distorts the'v/ills of men and even effects their
best choices,(5) voluntary attitudes and actions, partially due to
our environment in society, v/hich are contrary to
God’s v;ill,
(6) a different attitude as follous:
13, ’/hat would jou do if you found a fellow student intoxi¬
cated on campus? (check one)
See that he is brought before the proper authorities,(2) Try to help him avoid such actions a^ain,(3) Accept him as "one of the fellov/s".
(I4.) Attend to my business and leave his alone,
(5)Z" I don’t know what I would do.
ik. If I had my choice of joining a church now, I would(1)__^ remain in my present denomination,2) change to another denomination, the •(3) not join any denomination,
15. how would you describe your total experience in college?(1) ^College has strengthened those positive religious
values I brought v/lth me,(2)_____ College ha.s strengthened those skeptical attitudes
tov/ard religion I brought v/ith me,(3) College has v/eakened my positive attitudes and beliefs
(Ij.) College has helped me to restate my beliefs in a more
tenable religious philosophy of life,
(^) College has destroyed all my religious beliefs.
College'has had little or no effect on my religious
beliefs.
page 6
£ollov;ing statements about religion and values have
or VTon^ answers. You are asked to give ^^our opinion
regarc^ing each one, head the statement an i then draw a circle
arovind the number that represents yotir oninlon. The humbers
are understood as follows:





(Remember to circle only one number for efach statement)
16. 1 2 3 5
17. 1 2 3 5
18, 1 2 3 [}. 5
19. 1 2 3 Ij- 5
20. 1 2 3 Ij- 5
21, 1 2 3 it 5
22, 1 2 3 ii- 5
23. 12 3 1+5
2ll. 1 2 3 1+ 5
25. 1 2 3 i]- 5
26, 1 2 3 if- 5
27. 1 2 3 [}. 5
28. 1 2 3 5
29. 12 3 1+5
30. 1 2 3 i|- 5
The idea of Sod is an invention of man.
There is nothing wrong v/lth social drinIcing,
I feel closest to Sod in a worship service.
Keeping the "Solden Rule" is all that is
necessary to live the Cl-irl stian life.
The feievTS I hold regarding religion mark me
off from my contemporaries and I sometimes
feel embarrassed, or isolated because of thorn.
Denominational distinctions are out of date^
and should be eliminated as rapidly as possible.
Religion, as I^rl Ilarx said, is the opiate of
the masses.
The idea of a personal Sod is an outworn concept.
The future of the Church’s influence looks
very dim.
There is no place for love in competiti\re
business v/orld.
Host college students would cheat on an exam
if they \7ere sure of not being caught,
American colleges should place more emphasis
on developing religious attitudes among"
their students.
Premarital sexual relations are now accepted
by most young couples as permissible.
Anything for a good cause is Justified,
As far as I’m concerned, my v;elfare comes
first and I alv/ays put my rights and pro¬
tection before others.
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31* 1 2 3 Ij. 5 I v;ould cheat on my exam if I knew I lyouldn’t
get caught,
32, 1 2 3 I}. 5 If illegitimate pregnancy occurs, abortion is
the most reasonable alternative to being exposed
to social 'lisgrace ( if the abortion could be
safely performed by a physican),
33• 1 2 3 Ip 5 Questions about the existence and nature of
God are important to me.
3h- 1 2 3 [p 5 I would indulge in premarital sexual relations.
35. 1 2 3 Ip 5 The v/ritlngs of Plato, Aristotle, Dante, and
Shakespeare are as much inspired as are the
v/ritings of lioses, David, and Paul,
3^* 1 2 3 Ip 5 The persons v/ho do not accept Jesus Christ as
their personal Savior are eternally lost,
37# 1 2 3 Ip 5 The longer I live, the more I appreciate the
things I v;a3 taught about honesty and fhir
play in dealing with others.
38, 123I-I-5 Ifl believes that any part of the Bible was
unreliable, I would have no confidence in its
moral and spiritual teachings.
39. 1 2 3 Ip 5 1 believe that men vrorking and thinking to¬
gether can buil^" a Just society v/lthout any
supernatviral assistance,
IpO, 1 2 3 I4- 5 1 ofteh wonder T/hat the meaning of life really is,
Ipl, 1 2 3 1+ 5 he are living in the last days, the end is
near at hand.
lp2, 123ip5 Itisa good practice to have special periods
in the day for ps rsonal devotion,
Ip3, 1 2 3 Ip 5 Every person planning marriage should have
premarital counseling by a minister,
)|)[, 1 2 3 Ip 5 I v/ould break an engigement if my fiance had
had premarital se:>aj.al relations,
Ip^, 1 2 3 Ip 5 College graduates are less religious than
before they came to college,
L1.6, 1 2 3 Ip 5 Science and religion are in conflict more
today than tv/enty years ago,
[p7, 1 2 3 Ip 5 College stxidents do not need religion,
Il8, 1 2 3 It 5 I am satisfied with my life as it is and I
will not let other people change me.
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U-9• 1 2 3 ^ What^s the use of being honest? The v/orld
doesn’t appi.-’ecia to it. After all, the only
thing v/e can'do is the best vie can and hope
for the rest.
$0, 1 2 3 1|. ^ I find myself praying more nov; than I did
before coning to college,
5l» 123^5 College students today are more interested in
security and they don’t care or v;ant to talce risks.
^2 1 2 3 I attend the religious services on campus v/ith
the sane regularity as I did at home.
53. 1 2 3 h ^ College students are not interested in help¬
ing others or doinf;^ good, they just v/ant to
receive v/hat life "ov/es” to them.
1 2 3 [j. 5 I don’t care about life for there are too mai^y
paradoxes, I exist until v/hatever v/ill come —
comes,
55. I 23I4.5 I sometimes v/ish that I had never come to
college because I have lost interest in my
home church, its activities and manner of
of v/orship.
